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ABSTRACT 

In this study a Compact Airborne Spectrographic Imager data set. acquired over the Acadian 

mixed-wood forest of southeastern New Brunswick was analyzed for classification using 

forest cover types outlined by the New Bmick Department of Natural Resources and 

Energy. Six spectral channels. and eight texture channels derived from second-order t e m e  

measures were used in classifications to determine the usellness of including textural 

idormation in a maximum iikelihood decision rule. Two separate images were classified three 

times using si-es generated fiom spectral channels alone. texture channels alone. and a 

combination of spectral and texture channels. Field data used to determine classification 

accuracies incIuded a plot level survey of species composition by percent crown. crown 

closure. stems per hectare. and understory. On average, the use of texture channels in a 

hierarchical si-pature merging approach improved per-pixel classification accuracies by 2 8%. 

per-plot accuracies by 25%. and KHAT scores by 32% over classifications that used spectral 

channels alone. At the lower c k  detail end of the hierarchies an average per-pixel accuracy 

of 82%. per-plot accuracy of loo%, and a KHAT score of 0.78 were achieved. 
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1. OVERVIEW 

1.1. Introduction 

Canadian forests cover 453 million ha or 45% of the country's totai land base (Brand. 1990). 

Management level inventory systems exist for 344 million ha of  the country's forests. 

comprised of approximately 38.000 separate map sheets and 14.4 million stands, the 

co mp let ion of which is primarily a provincial responsliility (Leckie and Gillis. 1 995). Remote 

sensing of Canadian forests for surveying and management purposes began in the 1920's with 

the e.xperirnentation and use of aerial photographs. In the 1950's. Canada became one of the 

first nations to implement large area management inventories. utilizing air-photo interpretation 

(Leckie. 1990). In 1972. with the introduction of the Landsat satellite. remote sensing 

entered into the digital era and since then sensors and processing systems have improved. 

allowing new innovative methods for extracting forest inventory information fiom the data 

to be developed. 

1Uthough digital remote sensing methods have attained a high level of sophistication. 

Canadian forest inventories still rely extensively on idonnation derived &om aerial photos 

(bfagnussen 1997; Wulder. 1998a). Due to the cost and intensive labour involved in 

acquiring and interpreting aerial photographs. most provinces will only complete a fbll update 

every ten to twenty years (Leckie and Gillis. 1995). As cornrnercial use of forests are 

approaching their sustainable limit. more accurate inventories are desired by forest managers 

at smaller. perhaps even. annual time mteNajS. A possibIe means of meeting this management 

objective is through the classification of high spatial resolution (pixel size 5 1 m) multispectral 

digital imagery (Franklin 1994; Leckie et al.. 1995). 
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Past attempts at using satellite imagery for forest inventory have been hindered by the coarse 

spatial resolution of  the multispectral data currently available &om satellite platforms. Prior 

to the recent introduction of the Indian Resources Satellite- 1 D (IRS- I D) with a 5 x 5 m 

multispectnl resolution the highest rnultispectral resolution available fiom space was 10 x 

10 m from the French satellite SPOT (by incorporating the panchromatic channel). While 

high spatial resolution data are currently available fkom lightweight aircraft. the aerial 

coverage + is too small to be utilized for forest inventory. However. in the near future high 

spatial resolution data will be available fiom satellite platforms (Glackin 1998), greatly 

reducing data costs and perhaps increasing the feasibility of their use in forest management 

inventories ( Wulder 1998a). This upcoming availability of  high resolution satellite imagery 

represents an advance in technolow needed to make progress in meeting the underlying g o d  

of fo restry remote sensing outlined by Franklin ( 1 994. page 1 234): "It is a cennal hypothesis 

of our continuing work in remote sensing of Canadian forests that standr considered distinct 

for inventory purposes using conventional aerial photointerpretation techniques can be 

separated consistently using digital classr$cartion metho&. " 

Compared to the quantity of satellite remote sensing studies that have addressed forest 

invent0 p issues. a relatively small amount of research has been done using airborne high 

spatial resolution multispectral digital data for the purposes of mapping forests. Typically. 

the main goal has been to improve the classification or map accuracy to a level which meets 

or exceeds that currently achieved by aerial photo interpretat ion techniques. whiie at the same 

time retaining a class or labelling scheme with a similar level of detail to that which is 

currently found on forest inventory maps. Digital techniques commonly applied to meet this 

goal include the application of advanced methods such as automated image segmentation 

(s.g.. Ryherd and Woodcock. 1996; L o b ,  1997), pixel un-mixing (e.g.. Peddle et al., 1999), 

and individual tree crown delineation (e.g., Hall et d.. 1998). Other studies have used 



conventional classitication methods. but have included the uses of ancillary data such as 

digitd eievation models (DELMs) (e-g.. Franklin. 1994). WhiIe these methods will 

undoubtably contriiute to the successful use of high spatial resolution image analysis in 

forestry, there are some disadvantages. For example. they can require costly data sets such 

as high resolution DEMs. which are not always available and may have to be constructed. 

Some methods such as pixel un-mixing can require extensive field data collection coincident 

with the remote sensing data acquisition In addition most of these methods require 

specialized software not always commercially available to industry. and an advanced 

understanding of the data and s o h a r e  that is not common (to the average image analyst). 

Forest managers u t i h g  high resolution digital imagery in the near future will most likely 

continue to use commercially available software packages and the classification algorithms 

inherent to them Therefore. relatively simple and con effective techniques are desired that 

can improve classification accuracies while using these algorithms on high spatial resolution 

data 

Any object or surface cover portrayed by a digital image will be shown as a continuous 

surface of squares or pixels organized in a grid. Assuming a constant area the smaller the 

pixel the higher the spatial resolution and the larger the pixel the lower or coarser the 

resolution. Each pixel is assigned a digitai number (DNT which on a monitor or hardcopy can 

be assigned a colour or shade of grey. The change in colour or grey scale between pixels 

produces a texture which is unique to that object. As the resolution of an image increases so 

to does the texture of the objects or cover types within it. The human eye. in conjunction 

with the processing abilities ofthe brain has an extremely advanced capabiiity of determining 

or class@hg objects based on their texture. For example. most people have no problem 

separating real grass fkom astro turE even though they are both green. because these surtaces 

have different textures. Measuring the inherent texture of objects or cover types on digital 



images and using that information as supplement to the object "coloui' is a viable means of 

increasing the discriminatory power o P digital classifiers (Mather. 1987). 

In the early 1970's. with improved computer processing capabilities. authors such as Haraiick 

e t al. ( 1 973). began work on classifying digital images. by quanti&ng the inherent te-e of 

each object in the image. Studies since then have shown that texture analysis can improve the 

classification accuracy of digital images in a wide range of applications (e.g.. Wesrka et al.. 

1976: Hsu. 1978; Comors and Harlow. 1980; Franklin and Peddle. 1987; Marceau et al.. 

1 990). However. studies which used satellite imagery were hindered by their low resolution. 

and were forced to class@ large areas in order to produce enough texture to make analysis 

of it useful. Subsequently, these areas were too large to compete with the detail of the 

forestry stand maps produced by aerial photo interpretation. With the current availability of 

high resolution multispectral imagery from airborne platforms, and in the very near future 

from satellite platforms. the u s e m e s s  of texture analysis in the classification of high 

resolution imagery, for the purposes of forest inventory. has become a topic worthy of 

continued study. Earlier efforts (e-g., Franklin and McDermid. 1993: Wulder et al., 1996a: 

Lob .  1997: St-Onge and Cavayas. 1997: Bruniquel-Pinel and Gastellu-Etchegorry, 1998) 

have shown the value of texture in specific applications, however the use of high resolution 

texture analysis in digital forest inventory classifications has not been adequately addressed. 
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1.2. ResearcbObjectives 

The objective of this thesis is to expand and improve upon previously completed work 

(Franklin et al.. in press) involving the classification of forest species on high resolution 

multispectral images. while utilizing a standard. commonly available. texture analysis 

procedure. The two central objectives of this research are: 

(i) To show that high spatial resolution multispectral imagery can be classified 

using forest inventory classes outlined by the New Brunswick Integrated Land 

Classification System (New Brunswick Department ofNaturid Resources and 

Energy, 1996): 

(ii) To show the extent to which the inclusion of textural information derived 

from readily available (second-order) texture measures in a maximum 

likelihood classifier will improve classification accuracies- 



1.3. Organization of Thesis 

This thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter one introduced the topic of remote sensing 

for improved forest inventory. and the concept of t e -a re  analysis. w-hich is the central theme 

of this thesis. Chapter one also outlined the objectives for a test of aerial image texture 

analysis in the classification of New Brunswick forest stands in accordance to a standard 

forest inventory scheme. 

Chapter two reviews the literature relevant to the subject of remote sensing of forest species 

composition, and texture analysis. This includes a review of how Canadian forests are 

currently mapped, general image classification theory, several previous digital mapping 

projects in forestry, and image texture theory. Chapter two also provides some examples of 

the way in which texture analysis has been used in forest inventory mapping. 

Chapter three descnk the New Brunswick study area and both the field and aerial digital 

multispectral data sets. This chapter also descnis the methods used to collect the field data 

set and prepare it for use m the image processing aud classification Chapter four outlines the 

methods used to classify the digital imagery and assess classification accuracy. and reviews 

the selected texture analysis procedure. Chapter five reviews the sigm.ficant results of the 

classifications and reports on the accuracies achieved. 

Chapter six contains the thesis summary and conclusions as well as recommendations for 

M h e r  research in mapping of forest species using high resolution multispectral digital 

imagery. 
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2. REMOTE SENSING OF FOREST SPECIES COMPOSITION AND 

STRUCTURE 

2.1. Introduction 

Forest cover piays a complex role in various processes at the lithosphere-biosphere- 

atmosphere interface. The ability to map forest cover from remote platforms with detail, 

accuracy, and speed is desired by forest managers, and others. such as Global Climatic 

Modelers for the improved information it would contriiute (Waring et al.. 1986). This 

chapter presents a Literature review that focuses on the topic of mapping forest species 

composition for forest inventory purposes. Progress of this subject is also important to those 

who wish to incorporate detailed forest cover information into their own research. 

Five topics are considered in this Literature review: 

1 ) current operational methodology for collecting forest inventory data; 

2) digital image classification theory; 

3) digital image mapping in forestry: 

4) image texture analysis theory; 

5 )  image texture analysis for forest inventory. 

A vast amount of literature exists for the 6rst four topics and a extensive review of all aspects 

of this Literature would be beyond the scope of this thesis. Rather. the purpose of this chapter 

is to show why new strategies are needed for collecting forest inventory, and why these new 

strategies might rely on or need improved methods for classifying high resolution digital 

imagery. The tifth topic (texture analysis for forest inventory) has received moderate 

coverage in the literature, and select examples will be reviewed. The focus of the fifth topic 

will be to provide examples of the way in which texture has been used for mapping both high 

and low resolution imagery. 
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2.2. Aerial Pboto Interpretation For Forest Inventory 

Forest inventory in Canada is primarily a provincial responsibility which is combined 

nationally to provide a complete perspective on the status of forest resources in Canada 

(Natural Resources Canada 1997). The broad god of forest inventory is to collect forest 

resource data which may include: composition. structure. condition, location extent. and 

volume. Forest inventories can range in scope fiom operational-level inventories which focus 

on a small area and typically include gound based timber cruising, to management inventories 

which consist ofcomplete-coverage stand mapping (Leckie and Gillis. 1995). Today, the vast 

majority of Canadian forea management inventory is conducted using traditional aerial photo 

interpretation methods (Magnussen 1997). 

The end product of most forest manse C1 ement inventory is a map comprised of stands 

(polygons on the map) considered to contain a homogeneous area (or acceptable levels of 

heterogeneity) of forest compositio~ structure. and condition (age, health. etc ...). In the 

1980's. most Canadian forest inventories were transferred to the digital realm of geographic 

information systems (GIs), however the methodology used to produce the inventory 

information that goes into the GIs database has remained relatively unchanged (Leckie and 

Gillis, 1995). 
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2.2- 1. Overvie~v of Forest Inventory Map Production 

For simplification. the province of New Brunswick will be used as an example of the 

procedure for map production Information on forest inventory map production in any other 

province or territory can be found in Leckie and Gillis (1995). The first stage of forest 

inventory map production requires the collection ofaerial photos corresponding to the region 

to be mapped. In New Brunswick. normal color air photos are acquired at a scale of 1: 12.500 

for seven d o n  hectares of forested land per inventory (approximately 37.000 photos) 

(Leckie and Gillis. 1995). 

Stereo prints of the air photos are used by photo interpreters to delineate forest stands on the 

basis o f homogeneo us species. density, height. and age characteristics. In New Brunswick. 

forest stands are labeled using the New Brunswick Integrated Land Classification System 

(New Brunswick Department o fNatural Resources and Energy, 1 996). and are broken down 

in to three forest stand types (FST): 

Forest Stand Type 1 - productive forest land with no or minimal 

(occupying < 30% of the stand area) unmerchantable 

component 

Forest Stand T-ype 2 - productive forest land containing a merchantable overstory 

and a unmerchantable understory. The unmerchantable 

component must occupy at least 30% of the stand area and 

the volume of the merchantable component must be greater 

than 35 m3/ha 
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Forest Stand Type 3 - Productive forest land with no or minimal (c 35 rn3/ha) 

merchantabIe stand component 

For areas in a FST 1. or the merchantable overstory of FSTZ. a site is described by: species 

composition species specific age class. development stage of each species within the 

classification. percent ratio of merchantable volume of each species class component. 

development stage of site as a whole, horizontal stand structure (i-e., mown closure), vertical 

stand structure (i-e., number of canopy layers), density of merchantable stems, size (i-e., 

diameter at breast height) class of most merchantable volume, site indicator (e-g., soil 

characteristics), harvest indicator, and a silviculture indicator. The unmerchantable 

understory component of FST2 and unmerchantable FST3 are defined separately and in a 

similar fashion to the merchantable component. However, the scak and type of description 

is dserent in the unmerchantable component to allow for the description of regrowth and 

replanted areas (e.g., species specific age class has been replaced by an average height class 

ranging fiom 0 to >7 m). 

While the above list of possible descriptors for a stand is quite extensive. the stand labels 

found on the maps produced fiom aerial photo interpretation will typically only contain the 

species composition, crown closure, and age class (e.g., mature, regenerating). Hardwood 

species composition is usually given in groupings such as intolerant hardwood o, or 

tolerant hardwood (TH), but s o h o o d  species are more often reported separately . When 

softwood species can not be separated or make up less than 30% ofthe stand they are usually 

reported as softwood (SW) or spruce / fir (SF). 

In New B m w i c k ,  once the photos have been interpreted. the stand boundaries (marked on 

the photo) are optically transferred in ink or pencil to a mylar base map. using a vertical 
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sketchmaster. Stand boundaries are then digitized off the base map into the GIs (in Alberta 

the stand boundaries are digitized directly off interpreted I :20,000 orthophotos. elixninating 

one stage of the transfer). Digitizing is done manually with a high density level to maintain 

the original smoothness of the stand boundaries. In New Brunswick. this meant 1880 

separate map sheets. each covering 4300 ha were digitized for the last inventory. 

The New Bnurswick forest inventory is completed on a ten year cycle. The last inventory 

began in 198 1 and was completed in 1986. In 1993, aerial photos were obtained, initiating 

the next inventory. Aerial photo coverage for New Brunswick is estimated to cost $1.15 

million. and interpretation of those photos costs approximately $630,000. Transfer and 

M i n g  costs $490,000. and digitizing costs $266,000, for a total inventory mapping cost 

of $2.54 d o n  This total does not include the cost of hardware. accuracy assessment. field 

work. or base maps, which in the case of New Brunswick is estimated to add another S3.29 

million to the overall cost (Leckie and Gillis, 1995). 

2.2.2. ~Mup Accuracies and Updare Procedure 

There are two types of accuracies that a map can be tested for, namely spatial and aspatial. 

The accuracy of a stand can also k reported both spat* and aspatially. Aspatid accuracy 

of a stand is directly reiated to the accuracy of aerial photo interpretation Rigorous 

assessment of interpretation accuracy is difEcuit. Leckie and Gillis (1 995) reported that for 

species composition the correct order of dominant species or species groups is 80% to 85% 

correct. however this is only the order, not species proportions o fa  stand. They state that 

(page 80) "a best estimate of species accuracy is that 70% to 85% ofthe rime the species 

composition is interpreted in the correct order or to within 25% of the m e  species 

proporrion for a stand ". High accuracies are likely achieved in pure sohvood stands but 

most likely drop significantly in mixed-wood or compiex hardwood stands. The spatial 
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accuracy of stand boundaries is aiso subject to different means of accuracy assessment. Those 

stands which border a feature of known location such as a road or river are very accurate. 

Accuracy of stand boundaries that do not border any obvious feature becomes an issue when 

one compares the location and extent of a boundary interpreted at different times (i-e., 

comparing a stand fiom the 1980 inventory to the 1990 inventory). Edwards and LoweU 

(1995) reported a disagreement as high as 40% to 50% when maps produced at different 

times were overlaid. 

In the 1980's. with the adoption of GIs. o w  of the biggest advantages promised was the 

ability to update an already existing forest inventory of changes to the database. For example, 

the extent and location of a cut-over could be transferred to the database. However. today, 

while cut-overs and other partial cuts are maintained as separate layers in the database and 

transferred from one inventory to the next, the disagreement between non-harvested stand 

boundaries is still too great to permit direct transferring to the 'bpdated" inventory. 

When a foresny database is "updated", the existing information is discarded 

completely. The new forest data supersede the previous dam cornplerel-v. 

Thus the "updare" is nor an updare at all: it is the creation of a complerely 

new database k i n g  all of the information and characteristics of the 

previous database. But the new forest inventory is planned and conducted 

using new mapsproducedfi.om new aerial photographs without reference ro 

Ihe "outdated" forest data. - (Lowell and Edwards, 1 996. page 429) 

While it is clear that the current method of producing forest inventory maps is not optimal. 

it should be stressed that forest management in Canada still relies extensively on information 

derived tiom aeriaI photo interpretation as  it is the only method currently available that is 
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considered economically and logistically feasible by the forest management community. 

2.3. Digital Mapping in Forestry 

Mapping and collecting inventory of Canadian forests from satellite platforms has been a 

highly studied topic since the first Landsat satellite images became available in 1972. The 

purpose of this section is to provide some background in digital mapping theory within the 

context of forestry remote sensing. while reviewing the previous research done in this topic 

area. The idea is to provide an understanding of the context and s i d c a n c e  of the research 

objectives outlined in section 1.2 @age 5). 

2.3. I .  Supervised Digital Chpca t ion  Theory 

Digital images are composed of pixels organized in a grid of lines and rows. Each pixel has 

a value (color or shade of grey) that represents the real world object being depicted. 

Multispectral images combine multiple images (spectral channels) acquired at different 

wavelengths to make up one image. A normal color image combines spectral channels in the 

blue (0.4-0.5 nrn). green (0.5-0.6 nm). and red (0.6-0.7 nm) wavelen-gths to produce an image 

that looks the same as the human eye sees the real world. However. if the blue spectral 

channel is replace by a near infirared spectral channel (0.7-0.9 nm). the image would appear 

false because the human eye cannot see idbred light. The resulting "Yaise color" image is 

useful for discriminating between vegetation types. For example. the false color composite 

described above would produce green colors for needle bearing trees, and red to pink colors 

for leaf bearing trees, making delineation between the two much easier than on a normal color 

image. 

-4 supervised classification (user defined classes) of an image requires that the image analyst 

knows the spectral value of the pixels that make up each class. tbr each wavelength. Once 



the spectral values for an object are known. all other pixels with similar values can be 

automatically assigned the same class. This process usually involves four logical steps: 

1) areas ofknown cover type are identified and given a class hbel; 

2) a 'spectral signature'' is generated for each known cover type or class: 

3)  the image is "classified" using the spectral signatures as reference to determine 

the class of all pixels on the image: 

4) the accuracy of the classification is assessed in areas of known cover type. 

Simply expressed, a spectral signature is a collection of statistics derived fkom the pixel values 

of a 'training area7'. Typically, the spectral signature of a training area is the mean and 

standard deviation of pixel values for each spectral channel within that area. To determine 

the spectral signature for an object or cover type a spectral signature is generated in the 

area(s) that coincide(s) to that object. Figure 2.1 gives an example of how a spectral 

signature is generated for a 5 x 5 pixel forested area. Once the specpal signature is generated 

it is used in the classification s t q e  as the reference for that class. 

Most classifiers found in commercial software are statistical classifiers. Stat istical classifiers 

compare each pixel in the h g e  to the statistical properties of the spectral signatures to 

determine that pixel's class. Classifiers can range in complexity from simple linear classifiers, 

such as the Minimum Distance to Means classifier. to those that incorporate Fuzzy Logic. 

Ar-euably the most common statistical classifier is one that utilizes a Maximum Likelihood 

decision rule. Mauimum Likelihood classifiers calculate the probability of a pixel belonging 

to each class and then assigns the pixel to the class of highest probability. In doing this the 

kfaximum Likelihood classifier makes an assumption that the training statistics are normally 

distributed (Gaussian). Violations of this assumption usually result in reduced classification 

accuracies (Strahler. f 980). 
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mean = 40 mean = 29 mean = 9 1 
std, dev. = 13 std. dev. = 14 std. dev. = 34 

Figure 2.1 Spectral signature generation example for an area of 5 x 5 pixels. 
The imagery is displayed as a false color composite wherein all three 
channels are displayed at the same time, but are actually maintained 
seperately in the database (i-e., each pixel displayed has three values). 



Although it is quite often overlooked, the most important stage of any classification is the 

accuracy assessment. because it allows map users to evaluate the data quality of the map and 

idente if it is suitable for their intended application (Stehman and Czaplewski 1998). "A 

cZass~$cation is not complete until its accuracy is assessed' (Lillesand and Kiefer. 1994. page 

6 1 2). C lassifkation accuracies are usually assessed in a per pixel manner. For example, if97 

pixels are classified as water in a 100 pixel area known to be water, the per pixel classification 

accuracy for water would be reported as 97%. A properly executed classification will use 

separate ground truth areas for training and assessing classification accuracy. While assessing 

the classification accuracy of training areas can provide valuable information regarding the 

spectral separability of the signatures used they should not be reported as an indication of 

overall accuracy as they may produce favorable results (LiIlesand and Kiefer. 1994). 

2.3.2- Forest hentory  Applications of Digital Mapping 

Initial studies utilizing digital mapping techniques for forest inventory relied heavily on 

sateUite imagery. The large swath width or aerial covewe of satefite images made proposed 

inventories fkom them economically attractive. Until the recent availability of 5 x 5 m 

multispectral digital imagery from the Indian satellite IRS. the highest spatial resolution 

multispectral image available from space was 20 x 20 m obtained f?om the French satellite 

SPOT (Systeme probatoire d'observation de la Terre), which was launched in 1986. Prior 

to this the Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) was launched in 1982. with a spatial resolution 

of 30 x 30 rn Its predecessor was the Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS), with a spatial 

resolution of 79 x 79 m, launched in 1972. Many studies bave utilized these satellite images 

for forest inventory mapping (e-g., Beaubien 1979; Bryant et aL. 1 980; Walsh 1 980; TeilIet 

et al.. 198 1 ; Cognalton et al.. 1983; Nelson et al.. 1984; Benson & DeGloria 1985; Horier 

and Ahern. 1986; Williams and Nelson, 1986; Cbula and Nyquist. 1987: Hudson, 1987: 

Hopkins et al., 1988; Franklin and Peddle. 1990; Marceau et al.. 1990; Ghitter et al.. 1995: 

Sader et al.. 1995). 



The majority of these studies used classes that were anticipated to produce spectral si-gnatures 

that were separable. That is, classes were selected based on the distinctiveness &om above. 

as opposed to those driven by the needs of forest managers. This has generated the single 

biggest criticism of satellite remote sensing for forest inventory purposes; poor spatial 

resolution has resulted in ~Iassiification schemes that are f z  too coarse for meaninghi forest 

management planning at the stand level (Leckie. 1990). For example. Hohgren and 

Thuresson (1998) point out that most of the stands that are slated to be harvested in the 

coming decade would fall into one class if the class scheme of many of these studies were 

used. As a result, a minimal contriiution to the forest management decision process is gained 

through the majority of the satellite forest inventory projects that have attempted to map 

species composition. because of their failure to duplicate the detail of classes found in stand 

level inventories. 

The limitations oflow spatial resolution data acquired from satellites. prompted digital remote 

sensing research to construct high resolution multispectral sensors that could be mounted to 

light weight aircraft. Due to the sensors relative proximity to the earth the spatial rpsolution 

is greatly increased. however the extensive spatial coverage is sacri&ed. At the moment, the 

poor spat ial coverage of most high resolution airborne digital sensors is too small for practical 

use in forest inventory. However, these aerial data can be used to develop high resolution 

digital analysis methods. In the near future, high spatial resolution multispectral images will 

be available fiom space, increasing their spatial coverage. which will subsequently put high 

spatial resolution image analysis methods in higher demand. 

Various forest attributes have been estimated us& high resolution aerial digital imagery. For 

e-xample. Wulder et al. ( 1 996a) improved the estimation of leaf area index (a dimensionless 

index used to quantify the single sided vegetation leaf area per unit of ground area) using 
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digital met hods applied to casi (Compact Airborne Spectro-gaphic Imager) imagery. 

Niemann ( 1995) attempted to predict stand age with casi data based on the spectral response 

curve. Franklin et al. (1995) used aerial videographic data to estimate Western Spruce 

budworm defoliation at the scale of individual tree crowns or small stands not detected by 

lower resolution satellite imagery. 

Other studies have focused on estinratiag species composition using aerial digital imagery. 

For example, in an attempt to increase classilication accuracy using existing and straight 

forward methods, Gerylo et al. (1998) implemented a hierarchical decision process where 

classes were successively merged into broader classes, eliminated. or accepted. This process 

resulted in an improvement of overall average classification accuracy fkom 2 1 % in level 1 to 

65% in level 4, using high resolution (0.3m) aerial digital b e  camera imagery. The 

disadvantage of this procedure is that classes become successively broader or all together 

eliminated resulting in a very coarse class resolution (similar to that achieved with satellite 

imagery) at the final level of the hierarchy. 

Another means of improving the classification accuracy of species composition is to include 

ancillary data, such as a digital elevation model, into the classikation procedure. For each 

class DEM data are added to the decision rule. resulting in increased class separability? which 

typicalIy translates into increased classification accuracies. Franldin ( 1994). implemented a 

DEM in the discrimination of subalpine forest species and canopy density using digital 

airborne casi and satellite based data. This study showed that the classification accuracy of 

casi imagery could be improved an average of 1 0% for forest classes by including information 

supplemental to the spectral data in the classification procedure (see Table 2.1 ). 



Table 2.1 Classification accuracy by class for selected hc t ions  
(&om Franklin. 1 994) 

Function 1 - 9 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  
CASI I00 93 73 60 100 67 87 47 93 93 67 
DEM 73 47 60 0 33 43 57 33 67 93 0 
CASI & DEM 100 93 87 73 97 77 93 73 87 100 87 

* Class descriptions as follows 

C k s  Description Densitv (5%) 
C u i t d  
Grassland 
Aspen & Balsam Poplar 
White Spruce & Balsam Poplv 
Aspcn and White Spma 

White Spruce and Aspen 
Pine and White Spruce 
Pine and White Spruce 

Pine 
Pine 

I I Pine. White Spruce & - 4 s ~  71-100 

Generally speaking, the spectral response for any one forestry site is the sum of the light 

reflected by the trees and the ground. whether it is bare or vegetated. Therefore. sites with 

the same species composition and differing density will have slightly ditferent spectral 

responses depending on the role the ground cover plays. This allows for the estimation of 

density or crown cbsure to accompany species composition Franklin's (1994) study 

incorporated density and height into the class descriptions (e.g., there were two pine/white 

spruce classes, one with a density o f  5 1 -70% and the other with a density of 7 1 - 100%). The 

success of this can be seen in Tabie 2.1 where class 9 (pine) was classified at 100% and class 

10 (also pine) at 87%, showing the classifier could discriminate between the two density 

classes with the same species composition. 



Several studies have demonstrated that as spatial resolution increases. classification accuracy 

decreases (e.g.. Irons et al.. 1985: Woodcock and Stnhler. 1987). Although this seems 

contradictor~r to what one would predict. these studies have shown that as spatid resolution 

increases so to does within class variance. This decreases the spectral separability of classes 

and results in lower classification accuracies (Woodcock and Strahler, 1987). 

One of the challenges in using high-spatial resolution remotely sensed 

imagery for classzjkation is termed the H-resolution problem. and implies 

that as h e  spatial resolution of a sensor increases, so does the interclass 

spechol variability of surface features, resulting in a reduction of statistical 

separability with traditional classi@ers and a consequent reduction in 

classification accuracy. - (Hay et al., 1995, page 1 10) 

Irons et al. (1985) used a TM image (30 m resolution) and a degraded TM image (80 m 

resolution) to examine the performance of a per pixel. maximum-likelihood classification 

algorithm. Their study revealed findings similar to Woodcock and Strahler ( I  987) in that an 

increase in spatial resolution fkorn 80 to 3 0 m caused an average of 6% decrease in accuracy. 

Irons et al. (1 985) concluded that these findings point to a need for improved methods of 

classification when using successively higher resolution data, such as including textural 

infbrmat ion into the classification decision rule. Although these studies used low resolution 

satellite imagery (Woodcock and Strahler actually used simulated TM and MSS data), the 

conclusions fiom them hold true when the spatial resolution of high resolution data is 

increased. For example. Franklin et al. (in press) determined the classification accuracy of 

digital fiame camera imagery acquired at six different altitudes. resulting in a range of spatial 

resolutions &om 0.3 m - 8 rn They concluded that classification of the highest spatial 

resolution imagery produced the lo west accuracies. however they st iU provide the Featest 

amount of detail. 



One current research idea for increasing the classification accuracy of forest cover. while 

dealing with the problem of  increased scene variance. is throush mdividually delineated tree 

crown classifications. Gougeon ( 1 995) used high resolution (0.36 m) Multi-detector Electro- 

optical Imaging Scanner (MEIS) imagery to delineate individual tree crowns. Instead of using 

the entire forest nand (includes sunlight portion of crown area shadowed portion of cro wn 

area shadow cast by the tree. and ground cover) for deriving training statistics. only the 

multispecml image data &om the crown (sunlight and shadowed portions) of single trees 

were included, This eliminated what is often referred to as "scene noise" fiom the 

classification decision rule. resulting in increased class separability and increased classification 

accuracies. However, this was done at the expense of manually delineating individual tree 

crowns in the training procedure! which is time consuming and makes this procedure 

unattractive to industry until automated procedures are available. Meyer et al. ( 1 996) applied 

a similar technique to synthesized high resolution mdtispectral imagery created fiom digitized 

color infirared-aerial photographs. This again involved the manual digitization of tree crowns, 

but none the less improved classification 23% over classifications using an entire area for 

training. 

There are obviously many solutions that could be used to address the requirement of 

increasing the classification accuracy of high spatial resolution aerial imagery. The merging 

of classes, incIusion of ancillary data. or the delineation of individual tree crowns, are some 

of the current trends in remote sensing applications to forest inventory, with the focus of 

improving the classification accuracy of species composition. Another alternative is the 

inclusion of textural information in the classification decision rule. As opposed to individual 

tree crown delineation methods which attempt to reduce scene variance fkom the decision 

rule. texture analysis measures this scene variance and utilizes it as information in the 

classification process. 



2.3-3. Texture Analysis Theory 

Traditionally. texture has been defined as the spatial variation in image tones or colors 

(Haralick et al., 1973). which in images of forest cover may be caused by changes in species 

type. crown closure, and/or stem density. Figure 2.2 shows several examples of the way in 

which texture can vary within a tbrest. Group 1 is an example showing that dserent stem 

densities can create different texture patterns even though they have the -e species 

composition. Group 1A is a mature spruce stand with 500 stems per hectare. Group 1B is 

a spruce plantation with approximately 3000 stem per hectare. Group 2 shows the ditference 

between two hardwood stands with different crown closures. Group 2A is a mature 

intolerant hardwood stand with a crown that is 70-90 % closed (i.e., looking up fiom below 

70-90 % of the sky wiU be obscured by foliage). Group 2B has a much more open crown 

with a closure of 30-50 %. The open crown of ZB creates a larger shadow component than 

that seen on 2 4  resulting in different textures. Group 3 shows two examples of mixed-wood 

stands. Group 3A is 70% hardwood and 30% sohood. as where Group 3 8  is 60% 

softwood and 40% hardwood. They both have similar structures (ie.. shadow component 

is similar), however their textures are Merent because they have different combinations of 

species. resulting in different variations in tone. 

The calculation of image texture provides a quantification of the spatial variability of scene 

elements ( Wulder, 19%). In the previous section, methods for minimizing scene variance (for 

example, tree crown delineation) were described. but the use of texture presents an almost 

completely opposite logic in that it utilizes this variance in the classification procedure. 

Measuring the texture of an image and including it with the spectral information in the 

classification has been shown to increase class separability and therefore classification 

accuracy (e-g. Franklin and Peddle, 1990; Ryherd and Woodcock. 1996: Franklin et d.. in 

press). 



Both spruce stands. 1 A has a stems per 
hectare count of 500, I B has 3000 stems 
per hectare. 

Both hardwood stands. 2A has a crown 
closure of 70-90%, 2B has a much more 
open crown at 30-50% closure. 

2A 2B 

4 Both are mixed-wood stands. 3A is 
70% hardwood. and 30% softwood. 3B is 
60% softwood. and 40% hardwood. 

3A 3B 

Figure 2.2 Textural variability inherent to forest stands. Group 1 shows that two stands 
with the same species composition can have different textures caused by 
different stem densities. Group 2 gives an example of how crown closure 
and the resulting shadow component, can cause different texture patterns. 
Group 3 shows that differences in species composition result in variation in 
color, which is essentially texture. 
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Fi-rmre 2.3 gives an example of very ditferent looking (texturally speaking) stands that have 

the same spectral signature. Earlier. Figure 2.1 (page 1 5 )  demonstrated the way in which a 

I - 7 3 4 
Pixel Values 

m = O  

a = 5  
- 
- = 10 

9 

Pixel 's class ? 
a- 

Equal probability of pixel 
belonging to all classes 
when using signatures 
generated fiom spectral 
values in a Maximum 
Likelihood decision 
rule. 

Plots 1, 2,3,  and 4 would 
dl have the same spectral 
signature: 

- mean = 5 
- standard deviation = 5 

Figure 2.3 A simplified example of areas (referred t o  as plots) with different 
texture that produce the same spectral signature. 

spectral signature is pnerated using conventional ckssificat ion methodology. Essentially. a 

spectral signature is the mean and standard deviation of the pixel values for an assigned 

training area. Although the scenario shown in Figure 2.3 is a simplified example using only 

one spectral channel, it does show that spectral signatures generated from what the user may 

think are very Merent looking stands. can actually be spectrally identical. The logic behind 

te.xture analysis is that the different texture patterns in Figure 2.3 can be measured and used 

in the classification procedure as a supplement to the spectnl information or on their own. 
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The inclusion of texture derivatives in the classification procedure is an attractive solution to 

increasing ~Iassification accuracy because they are supplemental to the image data. and 

represent an accessible. low cost (other additional information sources. such as DEW. can 

be expensive to acquire due to their labor intensive construction needs), additional 

information source (Wulder. 1996). 

Texture can be described by a variety of statistics which characterize the relationship between 

neighboring pixels relating to image properties of an area ( Wulder. 1 996). Of the various 

methods of measwing texture that exist, primary and secondary texture derivatives are most 

commoniy used. Primary or &-order texture measures are derived by passing a moving 

window of pixels over the image for which a statistical value for the central pixel is calculated 

( Wulder. 1 996). A new image is created fkom all of the values calculated for central the pixel 

of the window. Typical first-order statistics used are: minimum reflectance within the 

window, maximum reflectance within the window, range (min-max) of reflectance values, 

mean reflectance within the window, and standard deviation within the window. The window 

size used is of great importance and will be discussed later. 

A more pawed means of measuring texture is through the use of secondary texture 

measures. which are indirect measures of the spatial variation in image tones. These may be 

computed fiom a grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) defined by Haralick (1 979) as a 

matriu of relative frequencies in which two neighboring pixels, separated by distance d and 

angle a occur within a fixed sized moving window, one with grey tone i. and the other with 

grey tone j. For the following example (Figure 2.4). a co-occurrence matrix has been 

produced using a distance of 1 (pixel immediately next to it sew and an angle of 0 (vertical), 

within a 5x5 pixel window. 



Window of Imagery Rau l  ting cooccuncnce rnatris 

Neighboring pi.t.1 vdur 

Figure 2.1 Example ofa co-occurrence matrix (fiom PC1 Inc. EASVPACE. 1997). 

In this example the program begins in the top left comer and counts the occurrences of a 

reference pixel with a value of four occurring above or below a neighboring pixel of five. This 

only occurs once as can be seen in the co-occurrence matrix. From the GLCM, statistics such 

as homogeneity, contrast. dissimilarity, me- variance, entropy, and angular second moment 

may be calculated using image processing software (for equations see sections 4.2.2.) (PCI. 

1 997). Secondary texture derivatives are available for use in commercial s o h a r e  packages 

and the results are written to individd channels, which can then be treated as an additional 

channel for inclusion in signature generation and classification. 

A third means of measuring texture is through the use of a spatial autocorrelation function. 

such as the semivariogam (Cam and Pelon de lbfhnda 1 998). A simplified explanation of 

semivariance is that it produces a graphical representation of the spatial variability of 

reflectance values surrounding a pixel. The semivariance pro file of a user defined area or site 

is essentially the texture descriptor for that area St-Onge and Cavayas (1995) used 

semivariance to estimate the stocking and height of forest stands. WuIder (1 996), applied 
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semivariance analysis to casi imagery with the intent of developing a relationship between 

texture and leaf area index (LN), which can be used to estimate forest stand net primary 

productivity (NPP). Semivariance can aIso be used to predict the optimal geographic window 

size to be used in other image analysis or with first and second-order texture measures (e-g.. 

Franklin et aL, 1996). Semivariance image analysis is complex and requires specialized 

software typically written in high level code. 

Regardless ofthe actual measure. texture analysis requires the analyst to consider a large suite 

of variables. The w r  can choose which texture measure to use, which algorithms within that 

measure. the window size or area to be analyzed, in the case of second order and 

semivariance the direction in which to measure, the spectral channei(s) to measure. and even 

the quantization level (8-bit, 16-bit, or 32-bit). 

Over the last twenty years a large number of studies using everything &om simulated images 

to satellite imagery have concluded that second-order texture measures will usually out 

pedonn first-order measures in terms of classification accuracy or pattern recognition 

(Marceau et al.. 1990). The reason for this is that they are based on a better statistical 

description of the image than first-order statistics, because in addition to a statistical 

description of grey-level distribution they also describe the relationship between neighboring 

pixels. However, few comparisons between these more traditional second-order texture 

measures and more recently derived semivariance measures have been conducted with the 

coal of determining which measure will improve classification accuracies the ma. A recent 
C 

study by Carr and Pelon de M-da ( 1998) found that semivariance produced the best 

accuracies when classifiring microwave images and that second-order measures produced 

superior accuracies when c l a s s ~ g  optical imagery. These findings combined with the 

availability of second-order analysis over that of semivariance suggests that second-order 
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texture is a more attractive means of improving classification accuracy of optical digital 

imagery in this forest ~Iassification application. 

The window size used in deriving first and second order texture derivatives can have a 

substantial impact on the classiiication accuracy. Marceau et al. (1 990) reported that window 

size accounts for as much as 90% ofthe classification variability, using 20 x 20 rn SPOT HRV 

imagery of agricultural and mixed-wood kmicover. Their study suggested that no single 

eeometric window size can be appiied to account for all cover types that may be captured in 
C 

a digital image. If the window size is too small. the pattern of most classes will not be 

captured, however, if it is too large, pixels fkom more than one class (scaling boundaries) will 

be included both of which will result in poorer classifications (Marceau et al., 1990). 

Franklin and McDerrnid ( 1 993), Wulder ( 1 996), and Franklin et al. ( 1 996) successfidly 

utilized s e m i v a r i o C ~  calculated fiom image semivariance to estimate the optimal window 

size for each spectral channel. They showed that window size is particular to: (1') the 

resolution of imagery being used, (hi. the covertype to which the texture analysis is being 

applied to. and (iii) the type of information the user is trying to extract fiom texture data For 

example, Wulder ( 1 996) used a semivario gram to determine the optimal geographic window 

size to use for predicting leaf area Essentially, the semivariogram finds the average object 

size for a given area. which in the case of forest cover would be the averwe crown diameter. 

By using a window size predicted by semivarimce, Wulder (1 996) was measuring the texture 

of individual crowns andlor the shadow cast by individual crowns. While this may be 

desirable to someone trying to predict leaf area (such as Wulder, 1 996), it may not be useful 

in the case of the user trying to measure or d e s c n i  the texture o fa  complete stand. It would 

be lo gicai to assume that a larger window. wherein multiple trees are included. would produce 

a measurement of the local texture which would better describe the stand. 



23.4. Texiure fir Improved CIasstjTcarion Accuracies 

There are numerous examples of image teaure analysis being applied to satellite images for 

the purposes of increasing the classification accuracy in landcover mapping applications. A 

good example is provided by Franklin and Peddle ( 1990). They used secondary te.xture t 

derivatives to improve landcover classification of a SPOT HRV image of Gros Morne 

National Park. Newfoundland. They reported an average classification accuracy increase o f 

36% kom using spectral data alone (5 1%) by including texture channels with the spectral 

c h a ~ e l s  (87%). Aside from the improvement in classification accuracy, Franklin and Peddle 

(1990) also made the important conclusion that classes which are homogeneous on the 

ground are characterized adequately by spectral tone alone; but classes which contain distinct - 
vegetation patterns or are strongly related to structure are significantly improved by using 

te.xture. A similar conc1usion was made by Ryherd and Woodcock ( 1 996). who stated: "the 

addition of texture is most beneficial for scenes in which the desired classes exhibit textural 

differences. " 

The literature on applications of high resolution image texture analysis in forest inventory 

studies is small and current. Lobo ( 1997) applied te.xture in image se-mentation procedures 

as an advanced image pre-processing step prior to classification of scanned airphotos with a 

0.14 m pixel size. St-Onge and Cavayas (1997) used semivariance to map the forest structure 

parameters of crown diameter, stand density, and crown diameter on 1 meter resolution 

SlEIS-I1 imagery. Recently, (Franklin et al., in press) conducted a exploratory study where 

digital aerial remote sensing data were analyzed using available (within PCI) image processing 

methods. In one experiment of this study Franklin et al. (in press) applied second-order 

texture measures to the same casi image of the Fundy Model Forest that was used for this 

research. Initially, average classification accuracies were not improved by the inclusion of 

teaure until a hierarchical merging approach was adopted. However. the use of tenure 
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improved the classification accuracy of several classes when included with the spectral data. 

Several non-optimal procedures were used (e-g.. small training samples. poor class selection). 

but the results lead the authors to conclude that the topic of texture analysis for improved 

classification of high resolution digital imagery was wonhy of fhther study. 

2.4 Conclusion 

The current method for collecting forest inventory is labor intensive and completed in a 

cyclical fahion on an average interval of ten years using aerial photography as a basic 

information source. As commercial use of forests are approaching their sustainable limit, 

forest managers require inventories at shorter time intervals. The detail level of forest 

inventory maps currently being used has been diflicult to achieve through the classification 

of satellite imagery. The classification of high spatial resoiution multispectral digital imagery 

has been identified as  a possible solution to the requirement of increasing class detail. Ln the 

near future, such high spatial resolution digital imagery may be available from satellite 

platforms, greatly reducing the cost of acquiring this type of dat* and making it feasible for 

use in forest management inventories. Forest managers utilizing high resolution digital 

imagery will most likely be using commercially available s o h a r e  packages and the 

classification algorithms inherent to them Therefore. relatively simple techniques are desired 

that can improve classification accuracies while using these algorithms. 

High spatial resolution data introduces the problem of spectral variabiiity, also referred to as 

scene noise or the "H-resolution problem". Several ways of dealing with increased spectral 

variability have been outlined in this chapter, and can be grouped into two broad categories: 

those that try to eliminate spectral variability9 such as individual tree crown delineation and 

those that utilize the spectral variability as an information source to be included in the 

classification procedure. such as texture. While both have their pros and cons. texture 
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analysis utilizing a second-order texture measure. is available in industry image anaiysis 

so fiware packages. and provides a low cost supplemental data source. The degree to which 

second-order texture measures can improve the classification accuracy of high resolution 

digital images. while incorporating aclassification scheme with a detail level equivalent to that 

which is currently found on forest inventory maps. will be the focus of this study. 



3. STUDY AREA AND DATA COLLECTION 

3.1. Location and Description of Study Area 

The study area is situated in the Fundy Model Forest (FMF). centered near Petitcodiac. New 

Brunswick (Figure 3.1 ). The FbfF is a 420.000 hectare working forest that contains towns 

and villages. industrial tieehold land, Crown Land. Fundy National Park. and many small 

private woodlots. FhfF is one of eleven model forests which are part of Canadian and 

international efforts to develop model forests for the purposes of research (NRC. 1994). 

Being within the Acadian forest region (Rowe, 1 972) the FMF is characterized by a wide 

variety of forest species and forest conditions. At the study site hardwood species are 

predominantly red maple (Acer rubrunt L. ), white birch (Berula papyrtj7ra Marsh-), and 

trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides Michx.). with yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis 

Britton), grey birch (Betula popufolia Marsh), sugar maple (Acer saccharurn Marsh.), 

ariped maple (Acerpe&vanicum L.), white ash (Fraxinusamericana L.), and beech (Fagus 

grandifilia E M )  aha present in smaller quantities. The dominant so h o o d  species are jack 

pine (Pinus banhiana Lamb.), balsam fir (Abies b a h m e a  (L.) Mill.), white pine (Pissodes 

s ~ o b u s  L.), and white spruce (Picea glauca (Moench) Voss), with some red spruce (Picea 

rubens Sarg.), and red pine (Pinus resinosa Air.). Due to glaciation the area is underlain with 

a thick overburden of unconsolidated diamicton (till), resulting in a hummocky topography 

and erratic drainage patterns. Topographic relief in the area covered by the two used 

in this study (section 3.2.1 .) is minimal. 



Figure 3.1 TM false color composite (channels 3,4, 5) of study area. Pink areas are 
agricultural, natural grasslands, or new cut-overs, and green areas are 
predominately forested. Location of individual casi flight lines are 
indicated by white rectangular boxes and described in section 3.2.1 . 
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3.2. Data Acquisition 

Two types of data must exkt before a classification project can be executed. (i) ground 

observation data and (ii) imagery of the corresponding area A physical data set was collected 

on the ground at points spread over the entire study area. This information was used to 

construct detailed stand descriptions for each point. Imagery for this study is composed of 

a Compact Airborne Spectrographic Imager data set. which is a high spatial resolution digital 

w e .  The following sections will provide a detailed description of the ground and image 

data sets. 

3.2. I .  Compact Airborne Spectrographic hager  (casi) 

The Compact Airborne Spectrographic Imager or casi is a compact. pushbroom type hagkg 

sensor that can be mounted in lightweight aircraft allowing for the acquisition of high spatial 

resolution e l m )  digital multispectral imagery (Wulder et al.. 1996b). Being a -'pushbroom" 

style sensor, the casi utilizes both the aircraft elevation above ground and forward velocity 

to determine pixel size. It can record spectral information between the range of 430 nrn to 

870 nm with a possible sampling interval of 1.8 nm (Wulder, 1996). The casi was the first 

co mercially available airborne ~pectro~graphic imager that was programmable. d o  wing the 

user to customize each mission (Lillesand and Kiefer, 1 994). The versatility of the casi has 

made it an attractive sensor to researchers and as a result it has been utilized in a wide range 

of forestry applications (e.g., Gong, et al.. 1992; Franklin and McDermid. 1993; Franklin 

1 994: Niemann. 1995; Baulies and Pons, 1995; Wulder et al.. 1996a: Wulder. 1998b; Franklin 

et al., in press) and non-forestry related are- such as fisheries (e.g.. Zacharias. et al., 1992; 

Borstad. et al.. 1992). 

Due to the cost of acquiring airborne digital imagery. once an image has been acquired it is 

common practice within the remote sensing community that multiple studies wiU utilize the 
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same data set. The casi image used in this study was acquired on July 3 1. 1995. and was 

initially used in a project by Wulder ( 1996) with the objective of predicting leaf area Since 

the image + was acquired three years prior to this project's field campaign the author did not 

participate in the image acquisition and therefore only the characteristics of the data set will 

be described here. For a more complete description of the acquisition of the Fundy Model 

Forest 1995 cosi image see Wulder ( 1996). 

The FbE casi data set was acquired on July 3 1, 1995, under favorable atmospheric 

conditions. The data were atmospherically adjusted and geometrically corrected, using 

spectroradiometric observations of pseudo-invariant features located throughout the study 

area (Wulder, 1996). This involved using a spectroradiometer to measure the spectral 

reflectance of objects on the ground that could also be identified on the image. The spectral 

difference between the object measured on the ground and its value on the image is the 

atmospheric interference (assuming the spectral data were measured on the ground at the 

same time the imagery was being acquired). By removing the dBerence a simple atmospheric 

correct ion of the imagery was performed. The FMF can' data set is composed of two fight 

lines of approximately 8 km each in length average width of 500 m with a spatial resolution 

of 1 m'. and five bands centered at 565.0. 6454,6651. 71 1.0. and 750.6 nrn as shown in 

Table 3.1, 

Table 3.1 Fundy Model Forest casi image channel summary (after Wulder, 1 996) 

Channel Bandwidth (nm) Centre (nm) Width (nm) 

2 (red) 640.9 - 649.8 645 -4 8.9 

3 (red well) 660.6 - 669.6 665.1 9.0 

4 (red edge) 707.4 - 7 11.6 71 1.0 7.2 
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In this study. the two flight lines are referred to as Dubee and Ha-ward Brook (Iocation 

shown in Figure 3.1). The Dubee £light line has a wide range of forest cover types including: 

p [ant ations, naturally regenerating stands. reclaimed farm land, and second and third 

generation mature stands. In contrast the Hayward Brook flight line is covered entirely by 

mature stands with the exception of one jack pine plantation (Figure 3.2). On both flight h e s  

active harvesting is in progress d a substantial percentage of the imagery has been cutover. 

Since the flight lines were recorded at different a&mths. each flight line was treated separate 

in the training and classification stages. 



t 
No- 

I 97 TM imagc outlining location of  casi image I 97 TM imagc outlining location o f  cusi imagc 
shown below shown below I 

Hayard Brook cusi image 
is mainly composed o f  
mature stands. 

- Selective harvesting 

tMature stand 

Farm land 

Regenerating HW 

Black Spruce 
plantation 

Regenerating HW 

Recent cut-over 

Figure 3.2 Portions of both the Hayward Brook (bottom left) and Dubee (bottom right) 
casi image are shown with the corresponding area of  the 1997 Thematic 
Mapper image (top). All imagery is depicted as a false color composite 
wherein conifer species appear green, deciduous species pink to red, and 
roads and new cuts teal. 
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3.2.2. Ground Based Da fa 

One of the sineie - most important components ofthis study is the field data Without a reliable 

source of ground cover information. training for classification would not be possible. nor 

\v*ould the accuracy of that classification be measurable. While in some cases. observations 

made fiom airphotos or information derived fkom forest stand maps are suitable for training 

and assessing classification accuracy. due to the level of ground cover detail and accuracy 

demanded by this study those options were determined to be non-viable. Previously, similar 

studies have employed a fixed plot or fixed area method ofsampling (Franklin and McDennid. 

1993: Franklin 1994; Gerylo et al., 1998), wherein each tree within the area is measured for 

attributes such as: species type, diameter. height. crown dimensions. and age. Structural 

information may also be recorded, such as crown closure, stand maturity, and perhaps even 

biophysical measurements. such as leaf area or photosynthetic capacity. The benefit of fixed 

area method is that an extrerneIy detailed plot map can be constructed. However. the higher 

the detail IeveI the greater the time investment and subsequently the smaller the total area that 

can be observed on the ground. While studies which attempt to predict leaf area (e.g.. 

Wulder et al., 1996a; Franklin et aL, 1997; or White s t  al., 1997) or perform mixture analysis 

(e-g.. Peddle et al., 1999) need highly detailed plot descriptions, for this study a more 

generalized description of species composition and forest structure is M c i e n t  As a result. 
u 

a fixed area plot method of cruising the area corresponding to the imagery would produce an 

abundance of information at each plot, wide minimidng the possible total area mapped. 

Therefore. a plotless survey method would be more logical for this application 

Plotless cruising or point sampling implementing a prism sweep methodolow is a viable 

alternative to the &xed plot method (Avery, 1 967 and Luck& 1997) and has been used in 

similar studies (e.g.. Martin et d.. 1 998). In this approach, &om a single &.xed point trees are 

counted in or ignored based on their image through a wedge prism. The optical properties 



of a prism are such that the bole of the tree appears increasingly offset as one moves away 

kern the tree. That is, the o k t  through the prism is proportional to the distance f?om the 

tree and the diameter of the tree's bole. If the bole of the tree at breast height is completely 

offset (i-e.. two complete stems are visible) the tree is not included in the tally. if the bole 

through the prism overlaps with the true bole the tree is counted as in, and if it is borderline 

every other tree is included (Figure 3.3). Therefore. the likelihood of tallying any 

Figure 3.3 Three scenarios encountered when viewing the bole 
of a tree through a wedge prism (after Luckai, 
1997) 

given tree is proportional to its basal area which is the tree cross-sectional area measured at 

breast height (Luck& 1997). This method is ideal for measuring species composition for the 

purposes of class@ng digital imagery. because the greater the tree size, the larger its 

contribution to the total crown area and subsequently the influence on the measured spectral 

respo me. 

Prisms can range in Basal Area Factor (BAF) or thickness. The thicker the prism the higher 

the BAF. BAF (expressed in m2/ha) can be used to estimate the basal area per hectare by 

muitiplying the number of trees counted in. by the BAF. For example. ifthe cruiser counted 
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ten trees in using a BAF of four. the basal area per hectare for that point would be forty. If 

more than one point was measured in a nand, the basal area per hectare fiom each point 

within the stand would be summed. and then divided by the number of points measured to 

obtain the average basal area per hectare value for the entire stand. Sirniiariy one can also 

determine the stems per hectare for a stand from the following equation: 

stems/ha = 
BAF x 10000 

E3~crn' 

Where: BA is the W area for each individual tree counted in the prism sweep 

calculated as: 

Where : dbh is the tree's diameter at breast height 

Stems per hectare allows one to assess the m a w  and density of a stand. For e.xample a 

spruce plantation with tightly spaced trees may yield a stems per hectare value of 3000-5000, 

whereas a mature spruce stand would most likely have a stems per hectare value of around 

500-900. While the species composition of both plots is the same. by utilizing the stems per 

hectare values it becomes obvious that they should be treated as separate stands. 

Field measurements of diameter at breast height (dbh), crown diameter. tree height. height 

to live crown, crown closure. and tree age were made. Diameter at breast height (or at 1.3 

m) was measured using a dendrometer. which in this case was a simple tape measure that 

converted circumference to diameter (in cm). A procedure for determining the dbh of 



"problem trees" such as split stems and trees on a slope was taken fkom Luckai (1 997). 

Stems that were split at breast height were treated separately. ifthey were split above breast 

height they were considered to be a single stem Leaning trees were measured at right angles 

to the stem and not horizontal to the ground. Height and height to Live crown were estimated 

using a Suunto clinometer. This device converts angles recorded through a peep-hole into 

height when the user is a set distance ( 1 5 m or 20 m) fiom the object being measured. A 

procedure for measurement of trees using a Suunto clinometer was taken fiom Luckai ( 1 997). 

Crown diameter was determined using the average of two measurements taken at ninety 

degrees to each other and following the procedure outlined in Cole (1995). Crown closure 

was estimated in accordance to procedure outlined by the New Brunswick Department of 

Nap& Resources and E n e r ~  @NRE)(1996), which maintains five tree crown closure 

classes as shown in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 DNRE crown closure classes 

Crown Closure Class Percent Closure 

Tree age was determined using a softwood increment borer following procedure and 

recommendations outlined in Luckai ( 1997) and Avery (1 967). In addition, the species of 

each tree was determined using Knopf ( 1 997) and Ritchie ( 1 996) species identification guides 

for assistance . 
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The fo Uowing field photos are examples of two of the forest variables described above. Plate 

3- 1 and Plate 3-2 are examples of dif5erent crown closures. Plate 3- 1 sho\vs a fairly open 

crown that would most likely be classified in group 2 or group 3 (Table 3.2). Plate 3-2 is a 

good example of a closed crown that would probably be ciassified as a group 4 or group 5. 

Plate 3-3 and Plate 3 4  are examples of what different understories look like on the gound. 

Plate 3-3 is a good example of what would be described on the ground as a heaw fir 

understory. Plate 3-4 is an e.xampie of light understory with no dominant cover type. 



Plate 3-1 Open canopy (low crown closure) 

Plate 3-2 Closed canopy (high crown closure) 



Plate 3-3 Heavy fir understory 

Plate 3-4 Light understory 



Due to an onboard power problem in the aircraft that was used during the collection of the 

casi image. GPS data were not collected for each individual line of data Therefore, the casi 

image could not be geometrically corrected to within an acceptable level of error for this 

study (5- 1 0 m), and hence a field based GPS could not be used to determine location on the 

image. As a result a more traditional method of locating ground positions was utilized This 

include the w of a Silva Ranger compass for determining directions. a string box (or hip 

chain) scaled in meters for measuring distance. a d  a hard copy of the image as well as a 

1 : 1 5 000 topographic map. The scale of the hard copy image was detennined fiom points 

common to both it and 1: 15000 topographic map. Point locations were obtained by following 

a pre-determined azimuth and distance (never more than 500 m) fiom a feature of known 

location (e-g., road intersection. comer of a cutover). AU point locations were verified by 

triangulation and the average positional accuracy is estimated at 5 m 2 1 m 

Between the period of July, 1995 (when the image was acquired) and July, 1998 (when the 

field data were collected) both flight lines were actively harvested. It was essential to the 

study to ensure that data retrieved on the ground in 1998 described stands as they were in 

1 995. Secondly. because of the extremely fine class resolution being used in this study it was 

imperative that at least two points were collected for any one class. one for training the 

classifier the other for measuring accuracies. Due to this, a Illy random sampling method 

was not possible, and a modified systematic or regular placement sampling method (utilizing 

a -gid or transect) was employed (MuUer et ai.. 1998). Using this method. forested areas 

were identified on the image and then later vedied on the ground to ensure they had not been 

altered. Sampling then occurred on a transect with a spacing of 100 meters. and all samples 

were taken at a minimum distance of SO meters fiom any human disturbance. To minimize 

the effects of sensor look geometry no points were sampled within 100 meters of the edge 

of the image. thus eliminating areas of extreme shadow or brightness. 
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At each point visited on the ground a prism sweep was performed using a basal area factor 

o f two at all points. AU trees determined in by the prism were measured for diameter at 

breast height and had their species recorded. A random selection ofthree trees per point were 

also measured for height. and crown diameter until a minimum of ten sets of measurements 

were made for each species making sure to include a large range of dbh. If possible. stand 

age was recorded &om a mature softwood induded in the sweep or within the immediate 

vicinity. 

From the crown diameter and tree height measurements bivariate regression analysis was 

performed to determine the relationship between dbh and height. and dbh and crown diameter 

for each species (shown in Appendix A and B). Most relationships were either linear or 

logarithmic with the exception of the Black Spruce height prediction which was best 

described by a exponential relationship. The dbh vs. height relationship yielded an average ? 

value of 0.68 while dbh vs. crown diameter had an average 3 of 0.77. Once these 

relationships were established. tree height and crown diameter were predicted for all trees 

measured (Appendix C). 

Using crown diameter, the percentage of crown per species for each plot was determined. 

Eom which the species of each plot was labeled based on its percentage of crown 

composition. A similar technique was used in Martin et al. (1 998), and produces a plot label 

which is a much better estimate of species composition than using a simple hear relationship 

between number of stems and species composition (e.g., 8 jack pine stems. 2 white birch = 

jack pine 80%. white birch 20%), because the crown technique describes the percentage of 

the forest canopy that each species is contributing to the spectral signature. Once each plot 

was labeled by species. plots were grouped on each image that had the same species 

composition understory descriptor. and similar crown closures and stems per hectare. Two 
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plots !%om each goup were randomly selected. one to be used for training the classifier and 

the other for assessing the classification accuracy. As a result of this process twelve groups 

of plots were selected for use on each image. a total of 48 plots being used. 

3.3. Chapter Summary 

The Fundy blodei Forest, situated in the Acadian forest region. is represented by a wide 

variety of forest species, forest conditions, and land use. This chapter has descni forest 

species and location of the study area as well as some of its physical qualities. The 

characteristics and collection methods of the w e  and field data sets have been outlined. 

Chapter 4 will outline the methods which utilize both the imagery and field data sets in a 

digital classification and the subsequent accuracy assessment. It will also descni  the 

procedure for extracting, quantifling, and utilizing the inherent texture of the imagery, in the 

classification procedure with the hypothesis that this approach will improve classiiication 

accuracies. 



4. METHODOLOGY FOR LMULTISPECTRAL CLASSIFICATION USING 

TEXTURE 

1.1. Introduction 

Most digital image classifications can be grouped into two broad categories: supervised and 

unsupervised. Supervised classification requires the image analyst to seIect training areas for 

each class to be mapped. From the training areas. signatures are generated which act as 

numerical "identification keys" that de scn i  the statistical attrriutes of each class. In an 

unsupervised classification the training stage is removed and the classification algorithm 

aggregates the images pixels into natural statistical groupings. The user then has to identi@ 

and label each group using ground reference data (Lillesand and Kiefer. 1994). The 

disadvantage of an w p e m i s e d  classification is that while the classes generated are 

stat istically separable. they may be of little sipiicance to the user (Copalto% 1 99 1 ). If the 

user has identified the desired classes prior to the classification such as in this study. a 

supervised classification is more suitable. A number of modified approaches have been 

developed over the years to haadle specific classification problems where eirher supervised 

or unsupervised approaches are not optimal. 

The overall goal of any nrpenised classi&ation is to automatically categorize all pixels in an 

image to user defined land cover classes. To do this. both spectral and spatial pattern 

reco-pitioncan be used. Spectral pattern recognition relies on different objects or land covers 

producing different values of pixels based on the spectral reflectance of that feature. In 

actuality. it does not recognize spectral 'patterns" in the geometric seme. but rather it 

references individual pixels to a set of radiance measurements obtained in user defined 

spectral Sands kom each training area. Spatial pattern recognition categorizes image pixels 

based on their spatial relationship with surrounding pixels and includes geometric shape. size. 



and pattern in the decision rule (Lillesand and Kiefer. 1994). The spatial pattern of the pixel 

values of an object or cover type produces a texture which is unique to that feature. 

Image texture analysis is a means of measuring or recognizing the spatial pattern inherent to 

high resolution multispectral imagery. As demonstrated in the Literature review (subsection 

2.3.4.). texture can improve classification accuracy when it is included in a classification 

procedure. Second-order texture measures are readily available in commercial image analysis 

software packages, and have even out performed more advanced measures. such as 

semivariance. when using optical imagery (Carr and Pellon de Miranda. 1998). While there 

is merit in studies that focus on M e r i n g  our understanding of which texture measure is ideal 

for a given data type, or which attempt to create new and innovative ways of measuring image 

te-xture. the objective of this study is to determine to what degree readily available second- 

order texture measures will improve the classification accuracy of high spatial resolution 

multispectral digital imagery in a forest inventory classification. 

Second-order texture measures require the user to identify five different control variables. 

those being: window size, the algorithm(s), input channel (i-e., spectral channel to measure 

the t e m e  of), quantization level of output channel ((lobit, 16-bi~ or 32-bit)? and the spatial 

component (i.e.. the interpixel distance and angle during cosccurrence computation). 

Assumine - seven algorithms are available. six different spectral channels, window sizes ranging 

from 3 x3 to 2 1 x2 1 (ten different sizes), three quantization levels. and four possible directions 

(spatial component), the result would be more than 5,000 Merent possible combinations that 

could be used to generate texture channels (i.e.. 50001 would have to be generated). 

Obviously exploring all of these possible combinations is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Finding the optimal set of variables to use in second-order texture analysis of high resolution 

imagery is not the objective of this study. Therefore. recommendations fkom previous 



literature which attempted to identifL these optimal variables will be used as guidelines in 

conjunction with a small survey made on the irnage data set used in this study. 

4.2. Classification Procedure 

The following section will outline the classification procedure used in this study and is broken 

down into five sub-sections: 

1 ) creation of normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) channel 

2) creation of texture channels 

3) signatwe generat ion 

4) classification 

5) accuracy assessment 

The me tho do lo^ for field data analysis was outlined in section 3.2.2.. That analysis 

produced cIasses for individual pb ts based on their species composition and structure. which 

will be used in the classification of the imagery. The classes are outlined in Table 4.4 (section 

4.2.3.) 

42.1. Creation of iVormalized Direrenee Vegetation Index Channel 

Vegetation indices, such as the normalized vegetation dflerence index (NDVI), defined as: 

NDVI = (IR channel - R channel) / (TR channel + R channel) [31 

were initially developed as a means of detecting the presence and condition of green leaf 

biomass (Tucker. 1979). NDVI channels have also proven useful at reducing the effects of 

changing illumination conditions found within in an image caused by ditferences in surface 



slope and aspect to the sun (Mather, 1987). While this study has no intentions of estimating 

green leaf biomass. or dealing with problems associated with differing levels of solar - 
irradiance. the creation of an NDVI channel provides an additional spectral channel which 

when included in signature generation is anticipated to increase class separability and hence 

classi6cation accuracy. Again. the NDVI channel can be readily computed using available 

software packages and therefore is likely to be used operationally by those attempting forest 

inventory &om digital imagery. 

An NDVI channel was created by using the EASUPACE task of rationing transformation or 

RTR (PCI, 1997), and input channels 5 (Idbred) and 2 (Red). The calculation was written 

to a 32-bit real channel and then linearly scaled to an 8-bit channel so that statistics generated 

fiom the NDVI channel could be compared to the other spectral channels. 

4 - 2 2  Creation of Texture Channels 

As previously mentioned, the use of the grey-level co-occurrence method (second-order 

te.uture analysis) requires the user to make several decisions regarding the variables directly 

associated with it. Marceau et d. (1 990) found that the window size used to generate texture 

channels accounted for as much as 90% of the variability in classification accuracy (ranging 

tiom 5x5 to 49x49). Although their study used a SPOT image of an agricultural and mixed- 

wood land cover, their findings can be taken into consideration when using high spatial 

resolution imagery because their classes were much broader and therefore probably included 

a similar amount of texture to that found in detailed classes of high spatial resolution irnagery. 

They also concluded that on average the algorithm used accounted for 7% of the variability 

in classification accuracy (using: angular second moment. contrast. inverse difference 

moment. and entropy). and the quantization level only accounted for 3% ( I db i t  or 32-bit). 



Marceau et. d (1990) used the SPOT near-infiared (790 - 890 nm) channel because it 

exhibited the most contrast (spectral variability) between different land covers. For the spatial 

component they chose a distance between pixels of one (i.e., neighboring pixel) and the 

average of the four main interpixel angles (0°, 45". 90°, and 135"). referred to as  directional 

invariance or invariant (PCI. 1997). Therefore. W c e a u  et al. (1990) suggest that window 

size is the factor accountabIe for the ma.uimurn variance in classifkation accuracy. that the 

algorithm used plays a minor role, and that the quantization level used is nearly hi-&cant. 

Tabie 4.1 shows the average standard deviation of pixel values for the five original spectral 

channels fkom all 48 plots used in the classification of the Fundy Model Forest casi image. 

Table 1.1 Mean standard deviation of pixel values for all 48 piots used 
in the classification. 

Channel Standard Deviation of Pixel Values 
- 

1 - green (560.5 - 569.4 nm) 4.17 

2 - red (640.9 - 639.8 nm) 2.07 

3 - red well (660.6 - 669.6 nm) 1.63 

4 - red edge (707.3 - 714.6 nrn) 7.99 

5 - infiared (748.8 - 752.4 nm) 1 1.63 

The greatest variability in pixel values, or range is found in the infrared channel. Since the 

id?ared channel contains the greatest spectral variability it is logical to assume that it will also 

contain the most texture (spatialvariation in tones). Therefore. the i&a.red channel was used 

for all texture analysis. The texture analysis module (EX) of PCI's (1997) EASVPACE 

package was used for second-order texture analysis. This package recommends a 

quantization level of 32-bit and a spatial component of invariant (mean of all four main 



interpixel angles) with an interpixel distance of one. This is in agreement with the findings 

of klarceau et al, (1 990) and was therefore accepted for use in this study. 

Two analyses were conducted to determine which window size and algorithmis) were opt irnal 

tbr the Fundy Model Forest casi image. Complete classifications were conducted using ten. 

18 m radius plots that displayed a wide range of texture. Training and accuracy assessment 

were conducted on the same plot. This was done for control purposes. to ensure that the only 

variables introduced were the window size or algorithm(s) selected, and was conducted with 

the knowledge that assessing the accuracy of training areas will typically produce favorable 

results. Forty-eight texture channels were created using window sizes of 7x7, 9x9, 1 1 x l  1, 

15x1 5, 19x1 9, and 21x2 1. and the algorithms of homogeneity (HOM). contrast (CON). 

dissimilarity (DISS), mean &N), variance (VAR), entropy ( E m .  angular second moment 

(ASM), and correlation (COR). The equations for these algorithms are as follows: 

n m P(i,j) 
Homogeneity = 

j=l i=l ( l+ [~ ( i ) -C(  j)]' ) 

n m 
Contrast = E P(i. j)( R(i) - ~(j))'  

j = l i = l  

n rn 
Dissimilarity = 1 ~ ( i .  j ) l ~ ( i )  - C( j)l 

j=[i=[ 

n m 
Mean (ofR(i))  = 1 ER(i)(P(i.J')) 

n m 
Variance (of R( i ) )  = P(i. j)(R(i) - [mean- ~ ( i ) ] ~ )  

j=[i=t 



n m 
Entropy = I(- P(i, j)) ln(P(i.3). assuming that O(ln(0)) = 0 

n rn 
Angular Second ~Mornent = Z z P( 1.3~ 

j=[ i = i  

* m P(i, j ) (R( i )  - Mean- R(i))(C( j) - lbfean- C( j)) 
Correlation = 

J = I I = I  J( variance- R( i ) X  Variance- C( j )) 

Where: P(Lj) is the spatial co-occurrence matrix element. R(i) is the grey level value for a 

row. and CCj) is the grey level value for a column (PCI. 1997). 

From the forty-eight texture channels, four sets of signatures were generated to test the effect 

window size had on classification accuracy (Table 4.2). These included two groups of  four 

texture channels picked at random one group with four spectral channels (green, red. 

i d k e d .  and NDW) and four texture channels (HOM, ENT, ASM. COR), and the final group 

with all eight texture channels. The results fiom this analysis are contained in Table 4.2.. and 

the general concIusion was that a 19x1 9 window size appeared to produce the best 

classification accuracies. regardless of which combination of channeis were used. 

Table 4.2 Per pixel classification accuracies fkom an analysis conducted to determine 
optimal window size for generating texture channels to be used in the 

classitication of the Fundy Model Forest casi image. 

Channel Groupings 7x7 9x9 11x11 15x15 19x19 21x21 

HOM, ENT, ASiM. COR 30% 3 496 40% 51% 8 1?6 77% 

CON. DIS. IMN, VAR 43% 50% 58% 7296 8 6% 83% 

8 TEX 44% 52% 61% 79% 9 1?/o 89% 



A second analysis was conducted to determine which texture algorithm alone produced the 

best classification results. Eight sets of si_enatures (one for each algorithm) were generated 

using texture channels created fiom the 19x19 window. The results in Table 4.3 show that 

accuracies range &om 36% to 47%. 

Table 4.3 Per pixei classification accuracies &om an 
analysis conducted to determine the optimai 
texture algorithms for cIassifjing the Fundy 
Model Forest casi image. 

Algo rithrn Accuracy % 

Ho rnogeneity 37 

Contrast 36 

Dissimilarity 

Mean 

Variance 

Entropy 38 

An_& Second Moment 

Correlation 

The conclusion made fiom these two analyses was that for the Fundy Model Forest casi 

image a window size of 19x19 produced the highest classification results (on average 44% 

better that a 7x7 window), and that the texture measure used played a relativety minor role, 

ranging fiom poorest at 36% with contrast or correlation alone. to best with mean alone at 

47%. 

With the knowledge gained fiom the two analyses d e s c n i d  above. and the recommendat ions 

of klarceau et d. ( 1990) and PC1 ( 1997), the eight tenure channels created using a 1 9x 19 



window were selected tbr use in the main classification. 

4.2.3. Signature Generarion 

Signature generation is the process wherein the analyst identzes a training area of known 

cover type on the image. and creates a statistical description ofthe pixel values fiom that area 

This statistical description (mean and standard deviation of all pixels in training area. defined 

as a hyperellipse of probability contours) is then used as a reference with which to compare 

all pivels in the image. A pixel is then assigned to the class with the most similar statistical 

~i~pature.  Traditionally. the training stage. or signature generation stage involves two steps: 

first. signatures are generated for each of the desired classes, second. the separability of 

si-patures is tested. A common measure of separability is the Bhattacharyya distance 

measure. which indicates the probability ofcorrect classification given the sitpaatures selected 

(Mather. 1 987). If separability between signatures is poor. the training process is repeated 

(i.e.. new si-mtures are generated), and classes are dropped or combined. One problem with 

this approach is that the si-gatwe generation stage is governed by the separability between 

signatures. instead of the needs of the map user. This present study is attempting to meet the 

demands of forest inventory. so signatures which show poor separability can not be eliminated 

because they are ultimately needed by forest managers. therefore separability assessment was 

not performed. and all signatures were accepted. 

On each image (Hayward Brook and Dubee) twelve pairs of pIo ts were selected that had the 

same species composition. understory descriptor. and similar crown closures and densities 

(stems per hectare)(Table 4.4). One plot fiom each pair was used for signature generation 

while the other was saved for accuracy assessment (section 4.2.5 .). Plots were represented 

on the image by a bitrnap with an approaxhate radius of1 8 m (18 pixels). Those pixels 1-ying 



Table 4.4 Group classesand structure 

Hayward Bmok Image 

Group Class Crown Closure Stsmdha Understo y Midstory 
1 JP10 4 5500 - - 
2 TMIHZSW2 2 650 hw hw 
3 WP3 SP2 TH2 IH2 4 800 mw mw 
4 SP7 WP1 HW2 3 1350 mw - 
5 WPS SP3 HW2 4 900 mw - 
6 JP5 SP3 HWZ 2 830 mw - 
7 TH3IH3SW4 3 650 mw - 
8 IH7SW3 3 800 mw mw 
9 IH6TH3SW1 3 950 sw - 
70 TH5 IH4SW1 3 900 mw - 
11 IH6TH4 4 2100 mw - 
12 IH7TH3 4 2200 mw - 

Dubee Image 

Group Class Crown Closure Stemdha Undemtory Midstory 
18 BS8 BF2 2 550 - - 

BS8 BF2 
SPlO 
SPlO 
JPIO 
TH4 IH4 SP2 
TH5 IH4 bF1 
IH5 THS 
1H5 THS 
IH5 TH4 SF1 
IH9 Ti41 
IH9 TH1 

4 1700 - 
5 800 - 
5 5700 - 
4 1300 - 
1 700 SW 

4 300 hw 
4 500 hw 

regenerating stand, approx. 5 years 
3 2200 mw 
3 900 mw 

reqenerating stand. approx. 3 years 

C r m  Closure rnw = mixedwood JP = jack pine 
1=10-30% sw=softwood WP = white pine 
2 = 30-SO0/$ hw = hardwood PI = pine 
3 = 504'0% IH = intolerant hardwood BS = black spruce 
4 = 70-90% TH = tolerant hardwood BF = balsam fir 
5 = 9 0 % +  SP = spnrce 

, 



directly under the bitmap were extracted for signature generation. Three groups of signatures 

were generated fiom the twelve plots on each image. The first group used only the six 

available spectral channels (green, red, red we& red edge. I R  and NDVI). the second used 

only the eight texture channels. and the third used the three spectral channels of green I R  

and NDVT. combined with the five best texture channels (homogeneity. dissimilarity. entropy. 

angular second moment, and variance). The third scenario did not use all of the texture and 

spectral channels (ie., 14 channels) because previous research with this data set and cIassifier 

(Franklin et al., in press) showed that when more than 8 or 9 channels were included in the 

classification stage that the classifier became "overloaded" and accuracies began to decrease. 

Because of this the three spectral channels with the most variance were chosen. along with 

the five best texture channels. Signatures were generated using the class si-enature generator 

(CSG) module of EASYPACE (PCI. f 997). 



42 .4 .  Classzjkation Procedure 

Class signatures provide a numerical summation of the pixel values of a user defined trainjng 

area The goal of a per-pixel classitication is to determine the class of all unknown pixels. 

This is done by comparing each individual pixel value to that of all signatures generated. 

Using a statistically based decision rule the pixel is assigned to the clas which it most closely 

resembles. 

The maximum likelihood classifier (MLC) is a conunody used statistical classifier that is 

readily available in most image analysis packages. PC13 (1 997) blLC uses a Mahalanobis 

minimum distance decision rule which d e h e s  the range of each class as a hyperellipse 

surrounding its mean that is represented by probability contours. Mahalanobis distance is a 

measure of both the distance between a pixel and the centroid of a class, and the shape and 

distribution of the membership of each class (Foody et al., 1992). Pixels which tBU within the 

probability contours of only one class are assigned to that class. If a pixel fdIs within the 

probability contours of more than one class. the pixel is assigned to the class with the highest 

corresponding probability, based on the pixels position relative to the probabilities contours 

of each class (not to the nearest centroid, such as a minimum-distance-to-means decision 

rule). The user has the option of a null class. whereby if a pixel does not M inside any 

hyperellipse it is assigned to the null. However, ifthe user wants to force the decision rule 

to class* the pixeL the option of no null class is selected and the pixel will be assigned to the 

most probable class (i.e.. nearest class based on Mahalanobis distance). 

Three separate classifications were performed on both the Hayward Brook and Dubee images. 

The first used only signatures generated f?om the six spectral channels. the second used only 

signatures generated fiom the eight te'xture channels and the third used a combination of both 



spectral and texture channels (green IR. and NDVI. combined with the five best texture 

channels: homogeneity. dissimilarity, entropy, angular second moment, and variance). The 

maximurn likelihood classification (MLC) module of EASIIPACE (PCI. 1997) was used to 

classify the images and the option of no null class was selected. The resulting classifications 

were written to 8-bit channels. 

4-25. Classification Accuracy Assessment 

The accuracy of digital classifications are traditionally expressed in a per-pixel manner. In a 

per-pixel accuracy assessment the ~Iassification accuracy of a class is examined at a user 

defined assessment area At the accuracy assessment area the class of all pixels is known 

before the classification is conducted. Following the ~Iassiiication the class of each pixel 

within the assessment area is compared to its known class and the number of pixels in 

agreement are reported as the classification accuracy. For example. if 700 pixels of an area 

known to contain 1000 "spruce" pixels were classified as spruce, the per-pixel accuracy of 

that class would be 70 % (assuming only one accuracy assessment area existed). The per- 

pixel accuracy assessment method was originally used with low resolution satellite imagery 

and has also been app tied to high resolution airborne imagery (e.g.. Franklin et a].. in press: 

Gerylo et al.. 1998; Franklin. 1994). 

Using the per-pixel method to assess the classification accuracy of high spatial resolution 

digital imagery has the disadvantage (in terms of classitication accuracy) of not taking the 

natural character of the imagery into account. For example. in a scene of a forested area 

pixels may represent the sunlit portion of the crown. the shadowed portion of the crown. 

sunlit understory, shadowed understory. and bare soil. Pixels Eilling in areas of shadow. 

exposed soil. or sunlit understory (if it is different fkorn the overstory) have a high probability 



o f being mis-classified. If these areas as a whole make up 40% of the scene. the best per-pixel 

accuracies that can be expected are 60%. assuming all other pixels are correctly classified. 

However. one argument for the use of texture is that even these shadow pixels can be 

correctly classified if the pattern in which they occur is different Eom another area with 

shadow pixels but different species. 

A second accuracy assessment approach which is straight forward and be more similar 

to traditional forestry methods of determining map accuracy is through the use of a per-plot 

classification accuracy assessment. One way of conducting a per-plo t accuracy assessment 

is to simply assign each plot to the class of which the majority of the pixels in that plot were 

classified. For example, if60% of the pixels in the plot were classEed as spruce the entire 

plot would be classified as spruce. Per-plot accuracy assessment then compares the known 

class of the plot to that determined by the classifier and labels it as either right or wrong. If 

eight out of twelve plots were correctly classified the per-plot accuracy would be reported 

as  67%. 

For this study both per-pixel and per-plot accuracies were cdculated using the techniques 

described above. Assessment areas were defined using the bitmap encoding (MAP) module 

of EASUPACE (PCI, 1997), and were separate fiom the those areas used for training. 

Following the per-pixel classification results were entered into an error matrix. which will be 

descriid in Chapter 5. 



4.3. Chapter Summary 

In this chapter. the te'xture inclusive procedure for classlfjhg the Fundy Model Forest casi 

image has been outlined. This included a description of how the texture channels were 

generated and what variables were used in their construction. The signature generation 

procedure was then outlined, followed by a description of the steps used in the classification 

of the two cnri flight Lines. Finally. two methods for assessing classification accuracy (per- 

pixel. per-plot) were descn'bed. Chapter 5 will provide a summary of the classification 

accuracies that resuhed fio m the methods outlined in this chapter. The following chapter will 

also discuss the classification accuracies achieved by individual classes and attempt to draw 

conclusions about which c o m b d o n  of channels (spectral alone. texture alone. spectral and 

texture combined) were optimal for them. 
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5. CLASSIFICATION OF SPECIES COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE: 

RESULTS AiiD DISCUSSION 

5.1. Introduction 

The spatial and aspatial accuracies of a map ultimately define its value and utility. While 

spatial accuracies (e-g.. 2 1 m) are ofien reported on maps. typically the aspatial accuracies 

(i.e.. non spatial information) are not. Maps such as thematic maps that are designed to 

comunicate aspatial data should not be relied on too heavily by decision makers using them 

if both the spatial and aspatial accuracies are not reported. Thematic maps constructed fkom 

the classification of digital multispectral imagery are subject to spatial and aspatial error. 

Factors such as the accuracy of the base map or ground control points used to geometrically 

correct the thematic map control its spatial accuracy. Aspatial errors can be a kc t ion  of 

inaccurate ground truth data poor training techniques of the classifier. input channels that do 

not contain sac ien t  information to d o  w the classifier to make accurate decisions, inabilities 

of the classifier itself, and/or poor atmospheric correction of the imagery. among other related 

issues. While its essential to reduce or eliminate ail of the possible sources of error Med  

above. the focus of this study is to improve the information content of input channels used 

in the multispectral classification. 

To test the main objective o f this study (that the inclusion of te'xtural information extracted 

fiom the imagery will improve forest inventory classification accuracies when included in the 

classification procedure) two separate images and three combinations of data were used as 

inputs to the classifier. On both the Dubee image and the Hayward Brook image three 

classifications were conducted. each using signatures generated !?om different combinations 

of input channels. The first classification used signatures generated fkom only spectral 

channels. the second used signatures generated fiom only texture channels. and the third used 

a combination of spectral and texture channels. as shown in Table 5.1 . 
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Table 5.1 Listing of channel combinations used in the classification of both fight lines 

Cbannel Corn bination Channels Used 
- - 

Spectral alone green, red, red well. red edse. IR NDVI 

Texture alone HOM, CON, DISS, MN. VAR ENT. ASbI. COR 

Spectral and te'uture green. IR NDVI. HOM. 31s. ENT. ASM. VAR 

This chapter will review the resulting cbssification accuracies by reporting on each image 

separately. A series of tables and figures will be used to report accuracies followed by a 

discussion where individual plot cases will be examined to provide examples of where texture 

analysis did and did not improve ckssification accuracies as expected. 

A commonly used tool for displaying and interpreting ckssification accuracies is the error 

matrix. For both images error matrices were constructed. From the error matrices. per-pixel 

and per-plot accuracies were determined. a h  a KHAT score for each matrix was calculated. 

The KHAT stat istic, also known as the Kappa Coefkient of Agreement was initially defined 

by Cohen (1960) (in Hudson and Ramm 1987) as: 

KHAT = 
I= l i= l 

r 

where 

r = number of ro ws in the error matrix 

, = number of o bsenrations in row i and column i (on the major diagonal) 
X,, =marginal totalofrow i 

X-, = marginal totd of column i 
1V = total number of observations included in matrix 



Simply stated the KHAT statistic is a measure of the actual agreement minus the chance 

agreement (Congalton and Mead. 1983) or as defined by Lillesand and Kiefer (1994): 

observed accuracy - chance agreement 
KHAT = 

1 - chance agreement t 131 

Essentially the KHAT statistic indicates to what degree the classification is better than one 

resulting f?om random assignment. and is scaled f?om 0 - I .  For example. a KHAT score of 

0.39 means the classi£ication was 39% better than one occurring fiom chance. 

5.2. Hayward Brook Image Classification Results 

Each class used in the ciassification of the Hayward Brook Image is reported in Table 5.2. 

This includes the initial twelve classes outlined in Table 4.4. and five new classes that resulted 

fiom class merging (described in this section). 

Table 5.2 Hayward Brook classes and structure - 
Group C l w  Crown Closure Stemdha Understory Midstory 

1 JPlO 4 5500 - - 
hw 
mw 
mw 
rnw 
mw 
mw 
mw 
SW 
mw 
mw 
mw 
mw 
rnw 
mw 
mw 

'17 HW9SW1 3 925 mw - 
' classes resulting from merging 
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Table 5.3 contains the three error matrices (ab-c) fiom the initial classification of Hayward 

Brook image. Table 5.3a reports on the classification using spectral channels alone. Table 

5 -3 b Eom t e a m  charnels alone. and Table 5 . 3 ~  @om a combination of texture and spectral 

channels. In the bottom row of each matrix individual per-pixel producer's accuracies are 

reported. and are expressed as the percentage of pixels correctly ckssified in the accuracy 

assessment plot. Errors in producer's accuracies are errors of omission. In the extreme right 

hand column individual per-pixel user's accuracies are reported. User's accuracies indicate 

the probability that a pixel classified into a given class actually represents that class on the 

ground. Errors in user's accuracy are errors of commission. In the bottom right hand comer 

of the matrix the overall per-pixel accuracy is reported. which is calculated by dividing the 

sum of correctly classified pixels (values along the top left to bottom right major diagonal) 

by the total number of accuracy assessment pixels used (sum of pixels from accuracy 

assessment plots) (Congaltoa 1988). 

From the error matrix it can be determined which classes were c o k d  by the classifier. For 

example, in Table 5.3b. the classiiication using texture alone, 7 10 pixels in class (column) 12 

were rnis-classified as class 1 1 pixels. This indicates that the signatures generated for class 

1 1 and 12 were too similar for the classifier to distinguish between. Classes such as these 

were considered candidates for merging if' they had similar species compositions and 

structures. 

The objective of merging was to increase classification accuracies by reducing confusion 

between classes, while maintaining as much class definition as possible. On the Hayward 

Brook image two merging iterations were conducted resulting in a totd ofthree classification 

levels (Table 5.3 ab.c represents Level 1). A summary of ckssififation accuracies achieved 

by each class for each level is shown in Figure 5.1. followed by Table 5.4 which shows the 

error matrices for Level 2. and Table 5.5. which shows the error matrices for Level 3. 



lam tW.0 

955 1B.S 
1101 11.5 

Table 5.3 a,b,c Error matrices for Hayward Brook Level 1 



Group h e l l  Levd 2 Level 3 

SW=sdwoad JP = jack pine 
= intdaant h- WP = white pine 

m = t m h -  PI=@* 
SP = spruc4 BS=bradrSprwu 

BF = bdsm fir 

Figure 5.1 Classification results for Hayward Brook classifications. Individual class 
accuracies are per-pixel producers accuracies. 
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a) Accuracy UI.Urnmt of H . y r r r d  Bmka drumcrtion. L d  3. uwng only s&u!ral channels. 

Field Survev Data Uxf s 

Clas  1 2 14 15 16 17 Taal A C C ~ C V  

car  Clus~ficac~on 

1 s@ 10 95 38 48.8 

2 90.3 

15 31";f:::1z m.9 
16 25.7 

17 119 403 29.5 

Toral 985 1070 1080 1071 996 108s 6287 
Produccfs 

accuracy I 7 9 1  n8 6 9 s  1 5 6  11.0 51 

b) Acarncv aumsmmt of H.yrrrd B m k s  damRmbn. L e d  3. urira only tamm dmnds.  
---- - - 

Field Survey Dam Uxh 

CIS 1 2 I4 IS 16 17 Toul Accufacv 

casr Classificat~on 

1 ni - 90.2 

2 - 1070 - 100.0 

15 75.0 

76 858 73.2 

17 49 - 87 62 82 6 108s 74.2 

Taal  985 1070 1080 1071 996 1085 62W 
Produccf s 

accuracy 94.5 100.0 91.6 79.3 63.1 74.2 M 

C) Acarmcy asswsmmt d H . l r r r r d  B m k s  d.umcr(pn. L a d  3. using 1.rhrm and rgoctral chnnds. 

Field Survey Dam U n f s  

Class 1 2 14 IS 16 17 T d  Accmcy 

cast Clamficlnon 
1 889 - 89.5 

2 - 1070 - 100.0 

15 727 

16 t9.7 

17 70.3 

T oral 985 1070 1080 1071 998 1085 
Produccfs 

accuracy 90.3 100.0 93.9 86.6 51.5 71.1 82 

Table 5.5 a,b,c Error matrices for Hayward Brook Level 3 
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On the Hayward Brook image (Figure 5.1) three levels ofmerging resulted in average overall 

per-pixel accuracies of 84% when using signatures generated fkom texture channels alone. 

On average. the use of texture improved overall per-pixel accuracies 26% and per-plot 

accuracies 29% over accuracies achieved using spectral channels a10 ne. There were three 

instances in Level 1 where individual class accuracies were highest using spectral channels 

alone (classes 4.6, and 1 2) and these will be reviewed in more detail m section 5.4- By Level 

2. there was only one ciass that achieved the highest accuracies with spectral channels alone 

(class J), and by the third level there were no cases where spectral channels alone 

outperformed classifications that used texture. On average the use of texture improved 

KHAT scores 0.30 or 30% over using spectral channels alone. 



5.3. Du bee Image Classification Results 

Table 5.6 contains a description of the species composition and structures of the classes used 

in the Dubee image classification. Figure 5.2 contains a nunmary of the Dubee image 

classification results. The error matrices for Dubee Level I are displayed in Table 5.7, and 

for Dubee Level 2 in Table 5.8. 

Table 5.6 Dubee classes and structure 

Group Class Crown Closure Stems/ha Understory Midstory 
18 BS8BF2 2 550 - - 

BS8 8F2 
SPlO 
SPlO 
JP10 
TH4 1H4 SP2 
TH5 IH4 bF1 
IH5 THS 
IH5 TH5 
1H5 TH4 SP1 
IH9 THl 
IH9 THI 

4 1700 - 
5 800 - 
5 5700 - 
4 1300 - 
1 700 sw 
4 300 hw 
4 500 hw 

regenerating stand, approx. 5 years 
3 2200 mw 
3 900 mw 

regenerating stand, approx. 3 years 
'30 TH4 iH4 4 400 hw - 
' classes resulting from merging 



Dubee Image 

Group L.vd f Levd 2 

I= 8 ~ 2  -f f B ~ 8  EF2 I39]83ls0] 
lsse em 1 6a I 8a I~T-i6s8sn 1681 e s ~ a a I  
[SP~ 0 1 4 8  ( 1 0 0 ( 1 0 0 ~  { S P ~  0 1 48 l l 0 0 f l ~ l  

1 ~ ~ 1 0  171 1971 981 {SPIO 171 [ 971 981 

IJPIO ~ s o ~ s o ~ s e ~  ~ J P I O  I sop01 sel 
[ T M  In4 Sf2  121 1351 w 
[THS IHI bF1 1 7 151 141 129164190] 

[IHS THS 133168188 

I IHS THS 1701721731 $HS TH5 I 70 I681 701 

~ IHS TH4 SP1 1 4 3 1 I - D ~ ~  TH4 SP1 1431 3l!56] 
[ I H ~  TH1 =-1lH9 Tnl 123156160] 

11~9 TH1 1 6 3 1 1 0 0 )  ( I H ~  THI ( 63 1100) 99 1 
Per-- 42 60 70 PerPi#lcmdl 48 68 79 

0.38 0.65 0.74 0.41 0.64 0.76 

per- 75 83 1 0 0  82 82 100 

SW=s&wuxl JP = jadc pine 

,H = i- hadwrod WP = white pine 
TH=t-- PI=pinc 

SP = spruoc B S = ~ s p r u c h  
BF = Wan fir 

Figure 5.2 Classification result. for Dubee classifications. Individual class 
accuracies are per-pixel producers accuracies. 
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Table 5.7 a.b,c Error rnatrices for Dubee Level 1 

1 0 n  M 3  

- 1 Q 7  Q S  

r a a : m o  

457 1mo 
471 
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30 w 7 4 4 a m m  
rod 11w 7m9 lam 511 sm :as rru r l u  loat m 
W l  - 3 9 3  677 1SZ 7 1 3  Wfl  2 1 9  -9  131  3 3  G O  3 0  

Table 5.8 a,b,c Error matrices for Dubee Level 2 
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On the Dubee image only two levek of merging (Figure 5.2) were necessary to achieve 

accuracies equivalent to those of the third level of the Hayward Brook image (Figure 5.1). 

A Level 2 overall per-pixel accuracy of 79% was achieved on the Dubee image using a 

combination of spectral and texture channels. On average the use of texture improved per- 

piwl classification accuracies 3 1% and per plot accuracies 22% over the use of spectral 

channels alone. There were no instances at the individual ciass level where the use of te.uture 

channels decreased classification accuracies compared to the use of spectral channels alone. 

The use of texture improved KHAT scores an average of 0.36 or 36%. For the most part. 

the fact that a combination of texture and spectral channels outperformed texture channels 

alone can be attri'buted to the poor performance of c k  27 (texture alone). Analysis of the 

error matrices (Table 5%) reveals that 63% of class 27 pixels were mis-classified as class 26 

pixels. This suggests that the two classes have very similar textures. and that signatures 

generated from texture channels alone were too similar for the classSer to distinguish 

between. Ideally, these two classes, with similar species compositions (Table 5.6) would have 

been merged. however their structures differ considerably, and therefore remain as separate 

classes in Level 2. The poor accuracies achieved by class 27 in both levels of the hierarchy 

using texture channels done are the main reason that a combination of texture and spectral 

channels produced the best overall results on the Dubee image. 
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5.4. Discussion 

On average. the use of texture channels improved the per-pixel classification accuracy o f t  he 

Fundy Model Forest casi image by 33%. and per-plot accuracies by 26%. at the lower class 

detail end of the hierarchies. The purpose of this section is to observe and discuss individual 

class/plo t examples of where te,xture did and did not work. Out of the initial 24 classes there 

were only three examples where the use of texture channels decreased ~Iassification accuracy. 

AU three of these will be reviewed in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.4 contains examples where the use 

of texture improved classification accuracies. An effort was made to include examples that 

covered a wide nnge of forest cover types. 



class 12 class 11 

Using texture channels alone, 67% of class 1 I 
(IH6 TH4) pixels were mis-classified as class 12 
(IH7 TH3). As a result, the classification accuracy of 
class 1 1 using texture channels alone was 32% lower 
than using spectral channels alone. 

class 6 

52 % of class 6 ( f f5  SP3 HW2) pixels were mis- 
classified as  class 5 (WP5 SP3 HW2) when using 
texture channels alone, resulting in a 24% decrease in 
the classification accuracy of class 6 compared to using 
spectral channels alone. 

class 4 

53% of class 4 (SP7 WPI HW2) pixels were 
mis-classified as class 5 (above), resulting in a 1 1 % 
decrease in classification accuracies over using spectral 
channels alone. 

Figure 5.3 The three cases out of twenty four where the use of texture channels resulted 
in lower classification accuracies than using spectral channels alone. 



class 1 (T) class I (A) mm The plot on the left was used for training (T) class 1, 
which is a jack pine plantation. The plot on the right 
was used for accuracy assessment (A). With spectral 
channels alone the per-pixel accuracy of class 1 was 
42%, the use of texture channels improved that to 96%. 

class 18 class 19 m Class 18 and class 19 have the same species 
compositions (BS8 Bn), but different densities. 550 
and I700 stemsha respectivety. With spectral channels 
alone 46% of class 19 pixels were mis-classified as class 
18, the use of texture reduced that to 17% and improved 
the classification accuracy of class 1 9 by 44%. 

class 26 ctass 25 
Class 26 and class 25 are both IH5 THS stands but class 
26 is a regenerating stand whereas class 25 is a mature 
stand (500 sternha). With spectral channels alone 20% 

is C, 
of class 25 pixels were mis-classified as class 26, the . . use of texture reduced that to 0% and improved the ?ili!!i classification accuracy of class 25 by 55%. 

class 7 (T) class 7 (A) ammm 
= 

Classes 7, 8, and 3 all have a mixed-wood species composition. With spectral channels alone 
the classification accuracy of class 7 was only 8% the use of texture improved that to 65% 

class 10 class 12 mHm 
With spectral channels alone 4 1% of class I0 (TH5 [H4 SWi)  pixels were mis-classified as 
class 1 I or 12 (IH6 TH4, and IH7 TH3). Texture reduced that to 0% and increased class 10 
accuracies by 73% 

Figure 5.4 Examples where the use of texture improved classification accuracies. 



Figure 5.3 contains the three examples where the use of texture decreased classification 

accuracies. In all three cases the individual class that performed poorly with texture was 

confked predominately with one other class during the classification (class 1 I with 1 2.6 with 

5. and 4 with 5). This suggests that the textures of the two classes being confused were too 

similar for the classifier to distinguish between. Observation of e3c h of these in Fi-me 5 -3 

reveals that all three c o d d  pairs appear to have very similar textures. The failure to 

separate between these pairs possibly represents a limitation of the texture measure or 

variables chosen to generate the texture channels. or the classifier itself. However. it also 

demonstrates the success of the texture inclusive classification procedure used in this study 

as well as the methods used to collect field data and assign classes to individual plots. For 

example classes 1 1 and 12 have identical structures (c.c. 4. stems/ha 2 100. understory - mw) 

and similar species compositions. It wouid therefore be logical to assume that they should 

produce very sirnilat textures. The 67% mis-classification of c k s  11 pixels as class 12 is 

evidence of this. 

The failure of the cIassifier to separate between classes with similar textures suggests that the 

classes could be combined. Results of this merging can be observed in Figure 5.1 where class 

1 1 and 1 2 were combined to form class 14. and classes 4,s. and 6 are eventually combined 

in Level 3 to form class 15. As a result, the ~Iassification accuracies of these classes using 

only texture channels was improved an average of 5 1% t o m  Level 1 to Level 3. 

It is also noteworthy to point out that all three cases where texture channels decreased 

classification accuracy came from the Hayward Brook image. It was anticipated that some 

classes on both images would perform more poorly with the addition of texture derivatives 

as the classes were not screened for separability prior to the classification. and aU classes were 

accepted. On the Duke image several of the classes were predicted to be 'ie.uturally 
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problematic", such as classes 25 and 26 (depicted in Figure 5.4). Although they have 

different structures (same species composition) the large crowns ofclass 25 were anticipated 

to cast very little shadow resulting in a very h e  texture similar to that produced by a 

regenerating stand (e.g-. class 26). However. it appears the differences in structure and 

resulting texture were sufficient for the classifier to distinguish between them and as a result 

the use of t e - w e  improved the accuracy of all classes. 

Figure 5.4 contains several examples where the inclusion of texture channels improved 

~Iassification accuracies. In the first example. class 1 (jplO), the only plantation class on the 

Hayward Brook Image was anticipated to have a high classification accuracy with spectral 

channels alone. However. even at Level 3 (Figure 5.1) the highest accuracy achieved by class 

1 was 5 I %. While it appears that the spectral si-gmture generated fiom class 1 was confused 

with other classes. the texture signature provided an initial classification accuracy of 96%. 

From this example it should be noted that a very homogeneous texture or lack of texture such 

as that found in class 1 provides as much information to the classifier as a class containing a 

very coarse texture (e.g., class 7). There tends to be an assumption made in the literature 

(ems.. Franklin and Peddle. 1987; Marceau et al.. 1990) that te-xture analysis is more beneficial 

to classes that exhibit a high degree (i-e. coarse) of texture. ?his may not be true of all 

~Iassifications, and as class 1 and the examples in Figure 5.3 have demonstrated. texture 

analysis is most useful when the texture between classes is different. regardless of the level 

of texture within each class. 

The examples of classes 18/19, and classes 26/25 (Fi-me 5.4) are important for forest 

invent0 ry reaso w because forest managers need classification that separate between 

regenerating stands. natural or planted. and mature stands of the same species composition. 

Both examples demonstrate that through texture analysis. stand structure information is being 



measured and included in the classification process. 

CIass 7 is a _good mixed-wood example where texture improved classification accuracies. 

h~liued-wood classes have long been problematic to digital classifications of forest cover. and 

are quite often grouped into one class. which is not suitable for forest inventory. The class 

7 example suggests that more detailed mixed-wood classes are possible if texture is 

incorporated into the classification. 

Finally, the class 10 example exhibits the Limitations of spectral channels. With spectral 

channels alone class 10 bad a per-pixel accuracy of 8%. and 41% of its pixels were mis- 

classified as either class 11 or 12. The inclusion of texture channels improved the 

classification accuracy of class 10 to 81%. While all three classes had similar species 

compositions, there is an obvious difference between the structures of class 10 (c.c. 3, 900 

stems/ha) and classes 1 1 and 12 (c.c. 4. stems/ha 2 100). The information derived f?om the 

texture analysis of these dflerent structures was sufficient enough to separate between class 

10 and classes 11/12 

The classification accuracies achieved in this study (80% average at the lower class detail end 

of the hierarchies) are comparable to other land cover mapping studies that have incorporated 

texture analysis into the classification of low resolution satellite imagery (e-g.. Franklin and 

Peddle. 1 990: Marceau et al.. 1990). There are few similar applications of airborne image 

texture in forest inventory classifications. Franklin and McDermid ( 1 993) achieved a 1 7% 

increase in the classification accuracies of seven stand volume classes of Alberta lodgepole 

pine stands by including te'vture derivatives in the classification procedure. St-Onge and 

Cavays ( 1 997) incorporated texture in a more advanced image segmentation method similar 

to that used by Lobo (1997) to achieve 80% classification accuracies for forest cover and 
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density classes. A previous texture inclusive classification project (Franklin et al.. in press) 

which also used the Fundy Model Forest casi image achieved a maximum per-pixel accuracy 

of 57% at a fourth level of merging where only three classes remained. Those results were 

o brained on a much smaller sample of sites with less variability and suggested the more 

detailed analysis presented in this thesis was required to llly document texture analysis 

incorporated in forest inventory classification work 

5.5. Optimal Accuracies 

From the Hayward Brook image it was concluded that the best overall accuracies were 

achieved using signatures generated Eom texture channels alone. whereas on the Dubee 

image signatures generated fiom a combination of spectral and texture channels produced the 

highest accuracies. Furthermore, as Figure 5.3 showed there are certain cases where the use 

of texture channels resulted in a decrease in classification accuracy. From these observations 

it can be conciuded that each class has an optimal set of input channek, whether it is texture 

channels alone, spectral channels alone. or a combination of spectral and texture channels. 

For example. Level 3 of  the Hayward Brook image (Figure 5. I )  achieved a maximum average 

accuracy of 84% with texture channels alone. however if the optimal set of input channels for 

each class is used to calculate the classification accuracy an average of 86% is obtained. 

Table 5.9 contains the optimal per-pixel classification accuracies for the Hayward Brook and 

Dubee images. On average, optimal accuracies were 3% better than accuracies generated by 

using one set of input channels for the entire image. While this is a rather insignificant 

increase. the concept of having class specific input channels should not be ignored because 

it is only logical to assume that not every class used in the classification will be best 

characterized by one set of input channels. 



Table 5.9 Optimal per-pixel classification accuracies for the 
Hayward Brook and Dubee images 

Havward Brook I r n a ~ e  

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

Dubee Image 

Level 1 Level 2 

7 96 81 O ?  

5.6. Summary 

The fifteen classifications of high resolution multispectral digital data performed in this study 

showed that on average the use of second-order texture derivatives. included in forest 

inventory classification improved per-pixel classification accuracies 28%. per-plo t accuracies 

25%. and KHAT scores 32% over those that used spectral channels alone. At the lower class 

detail end of the hierarchies an average per-pixel accuracy of 82%, per-plot of 100%. and a 

KHAT score of 0.78 were achieved. On the Hayward Brook image. te.vture channels alone 

produced the highest accuracies but on the Dubee image a combination ofspectral and te?rmre 

channels achieved the highest accuracies. Several individual class examples of where texture 

did and did not work were e.&ed. The conclusion drawn tiom these examples was that 

texture channels did not improve the classifiers ability to separate classes when the apparent 

texture between two classes was very similar. Out of twenty four initial classes there were 

three instances where the use of texture did not improve classification accuracies. 



6 .  SUMlMARY A I D  CONCLUSIONS 

6.1. Summary 

The ability to accurately map forest inventory stands through the class~cation of  high 

spatial resolution Im) muitispectral digital imagery provides the potential for producing 

complete inventories at shorter time intervals than the current industry standard of ten 

years (air photo interpretation) (Franklin, 1 994; Leckie et al.. 1 995). High spatial 

resolution multispectrai imagery will be available fkom satellite platforms in the near 

future. making it economically and IogisticaLly feasible for use in forest inventories. To 

date. one of the main objectives of research using airborne high resolution digital data for 

the purposes of mapping forests, has been to improve the classification or map accuracy to 

a level which meets or exceeds that currently achieved by aerial photo interpretation 

techniques, while at the same time retaining a class or labelling scheme with a similar level 

of detail to that which is currently found on forest inventory maps. 

To meet this goal xveral advanced high spatial resolution digital image classification 

techniques have been developed. such as: automated image segmentation (e.g.. Ryherd 

and Woodcock, 1996; Lob.  1 997), pixel un-mixing (e.g.. Peddle et al.. 1 999). and 

individual tree crown delineation (e.g-. Hall et al.. 1998). While these methods will 

undoubtably contribute to the successful use of hi& spatial resolution image analysis in 

tbrestry, there are some disadvantages. For example. they can require extensive field data 

co Uection specialized sohare not always commercially available to industry, and an 

advanced understanding of the data and software. Forest managers utilizing high 

resolution digital imagery in the near future will most Wely continue to use cornmercialIy 

available software. Therefore. straight forward and cost effective techniques are desired 

that can improve the classificcation accuracy of high resolution multispectral digital imagery 



using a forest inventory classification scheme. 

This study explored the usefilness of extracting readily available second-order textural 

information fkorn the high resolution multispectral imagery and including texture in the 

classification procedure as a supplemental information source to the spectral data This 

was done with the hypothesis that texture would increase classification accuracies- In 

order to meet the needs of forest managers. forest inventory cIasses outlined by the New 

Brunswick Integrated Land Classification System (New B m w i c k  Department of Natural 

Resources and Energy. 1996) were used in the digital ~Iassification. 

The Fundy Model Forest study area in southeastern New Brunswick. Canada. provided a 

wide range of species compositions. stand structures, and stand types. As a result, this 

allowed for a wide range of classes to be used in the classification. The airborne digital 

imagery was acquired in July of 1995. and the field data used to train the classifier and 

assess classification accuracy were collected during June and July of 1 998. 

Two casi images were used for classification. On each image, 12 pairs of plots (one for 

training, one for accuracy assessment) were selected that had the same species 

composition understory descriptor. and similar crown closures and densities. Plots were 

represented on the image by a circle with an approximate radius of 18 r n  creating an 

average sample size of 1000 pixels. Eight textwe channels were generated for each 

image using the spatial co-occurrence method (Haralick, 1979). Signatures were 

generated using three different groups of channels. The first used only the six available 

spectral channels (green red. red well. red edge, IR NDVI), the second used only the 

eight texture c h e I s .  and the third used a combination of spectral and texture channels. 

Three separate classifications were then performed on each image using the mauimum 
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likelihood classifier (no null class). Following the initial classification, confhsion matrices 

were constructed and the signatures of classes that performed poorly (i-e.. were confked 

with other classes) were merged in a hierarchical fashion only if they were similar in 

species composition and structure. 

Using forest inventory classes. the inclusion of second-order texture derivatives in a 

maximum likelihood classification of high resolution muliispectral digital imagery. on 

average improved per-pixel classification accuracies 28%. per-plot accuracies 25%. and 

KHAT scores 32%. over classifications that used spectral channeb alone. At the lower 

class detail end of the hierarchies an average per-pixel accuracy of 82%, per-plot of 100%. 

and a KHAT score of 0.78 were achieved. Out of twenty four initial classes there were 

three instances where the use of texture did not improve classification accuracies- On one 

of the images (Hayward Brook) the highest accuracies were achieved using t e m e  

channels alone but on the other (Dubee) a combination of texture and spectral channels 

produced the highest average accuracies. On average. selecting the optimal set of input 

channels for each class (i-e., spectral alone, texture alone. or spectral and texture 

combined) improved per-pixel accuracies 3 %. 
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6.2. Conclusioas 

In the fkst chapter of this thesis two nuin objectives were outlined. The results 6om this 

research support the foilowing conclusions which are directly related to the two main 

questions posed in the objectives : 

1 ) - The te.xture or pattern of the pixel values tiom a high spatial resolution digital 

image of forest cover is based on the spectral response characteristics of the stand 

being depicted. The spectral response and resulting texture of a stand is influenced 

by species composition and structural characteristics. such as. crown closure, stem 

density, and understory. 

2) - The dserences in structure and species composition ktween forest stands 

(cIasses) defined by the New Brunswick Integrated Land Classification System 

(New Brunswick Depament of Natural Resources and Energy, 1996) were h g e  

enough to produce unique and statistically separable textures. The inclusion of 

texture channels derived fiom readiiy available second-order texture measures. in a 

rmuimum likelihood classification improved the classification accuracy of twenty 

one classes out of an initial twenty four. 

Several additional conclusions were also made: 

The inclusion of second-order image texture did not improve classification 

accuracies when two or more classes had very similar species compositions and 

structures. resulting in similar textures. 
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The t e m i  differences between naturally regenerating stands / plantations and 

mature stands was sufficient to successfbily separate between them using second- 

order te.uture derivatives. 

The window size used to derive the second-order te.uture derivatives had a 

significant impact on the resulting classification accuracies but the algorithms used 

played a relatively minor role. For this study a limited analysis revealed that a 

window size o f  19 x 19 pixels was optirnd. 



6.3. Recommendations for Futther Research 

While answering the questions identified by the research objectives of a study is usually 

the focus of most research sometimes the resulting questions and recommendations that 

the study generates can be as usel l  as the conc~usions dram. This research as a whole 

has generated several "questions" or topics which could be the focus of future study. The 

fo Uo wing List will outline several of the questions raised by this research and also make 

recommendations to others who wish to use the techniques and methods outlined in this 

study. 

Widow size was identified by this study and others (e-g.. Marceau et al.. 1990: 

Franklin and McDennid. 1 993) as the single most important texture variable in 

terms of improving classification accuracy. Optimal window size is a fkction of 

the resolution of the imagery being used. the size of the features in the image. and 

most importantly what type ofinfonnation the analyst is trying to extract. For 

e.uample. the window size determined optimal for measuring the texture of a forest 

stand from a 1 x 1 m digital data set will most likely be non-optimal for someone 

trying to extract the textural information from an urban landscape using a 1 0 x 1 0 

rn data set. For texturai derivatives to be effective the analyst has to ensure that 

the right informat ion is being extracted. 

This study used a second-order texture measure, which is currently available for 

use in image analysis packages. While this availability increases the Likelihood that 

it will be used by industry analysts. developing more advanced ways of measuring 

image texture has the potential to be of great use to not only remote sensing. but 

all other subjects which attempt to reco-enize the texture or pattern of digital 

imagery. 
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The classifier used in this study (Maximurn Likelihood) makes an assumption of 

normality (Gaussian) with respect to distribution of the pixel values forming the 

class training data Training statistics derived fiom high spatial resolution digital 

imagery often contain a wide range of spectral values (from sunlight crown to 

shadow pixels). as a result classes derived fiom these stands are typically not 

statistically normal. This usually leads to a reduction in classification accuracy. 

While the focus of this study was not to improve classification accuracies through 

using a more suitable classifier. future classification projects which use high spatial 

resolution imagery may need to determine if the improvements in classification 

accuracy achieved in this study can be increased when textual derivatives are 

combined with a more powerful (or maybe more suitable) classifier. 

W e  this study has shown the use of texture analysis incorporated in the 

classification of high spatial resolution multispectral digital images using forest 

inventop classes is a viable means of improving classification accuracies. the 

operational logistics of creating a map fiom the resulting classiilcations has not 

been filly considered. Further study may address some of the mapping 

implications of using high spatial resolution multispectral digital imagery. 
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Appendix A R-sion plots for diameter at breast height (dbh) vs tree height. 
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Appendix B Regression plots for diameter at breast height (dbh) vs crown diameter (cd). 
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Appendix C Examples of original plot statistics and regressed values for points used in the study. 
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